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ABSTRACT
Boys’ Understanding of Television
and Real-Life Models
September 1981
David E. Fernie, B.A., Harvard College
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. George E. Forman
During the elementary school years, children meet a variety of influential
adult models both in everyday life and on television. The central thesis of this
study is that models' influence upon children is modified by children's changing
understanding of them.
Four types of models were examined: familiar real people in children's
lives (RPs), unrealistic characters (UCs), mixed-reality characters (MRCs), and
realistic characters (RCs) on television. Three aspects of children's understand-
ing of these types of models were considered: Conceptions (i.e., the salient
features and nonsalient attributes of each character-type); identification (i.e.,
their involvements with each character-type); and actor knowledge (i.e., their
awareness of the fictive status of television models).
The subjects were seventy elementary school-aged boys. The younger
group (n=21) were kindergarteners and first graders, the middle group (n=25)
were third graders, and the older group (n=24) were fifth and sixth graders.
For conceptions, after being shown sets of three photographs of models
(two of which were the same type), boys selected pairs that "go together best,"
and gave reasons why. The data revealed similar numbers of correct pairs at
each age, with both UCs and RPs most often correctly paired. Boys' reasons
revealed that UCs and RPs (but not MRCs and RCs) were stereotyped. The few
salient features of UCs (strength, special powers) and RPs (occupation)
were
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evident to boys in all age groups. A more diverse set of salient features
characterized MRCs and RCs across age groups.
For the second conceptions task, attribute profiles of UCs, RCs, and RPs
were compiled from boys' answers to questions about physical and nonphysical
attributes. The data revealed that boys at all ages characterize UCs as
significantly less realistic than RCs and RPs. With age, there was also a
tendency for boys to describe models as more realistic in nonphysical areas, but
physical differences between UCs and others remained constant across age. RCs
and RPs differed from one another only in nonphysical attributes (such as
emotions and interactions with others).
Identification with models was assessed by having boys select, at separate
times, models they wished to be (fantasy mode) and models they believed were
similar to themselves (realistic mode). Reasons were given in both modes. In
the fantasy mode, boys of all ages wished to be UCs and MRCs, and were
attracted by their novel abilities. In the realistic mode, boys both noted their
similarities to RCs and RPs more frequently, and relied less on physical features
as reasons for similarity with age.
Answers to the four questions examining actor knowledge revealed a
gradual age-related improvement in boys' understanding of the character/actor
relationship. A post hoc examination of the interview tasks revealed both an
age-related tendency for older subjects to spontaneously apply this knowledge in
the conceptions tasks, and to refrain from applying it in the identification task.
Thus, once available to boys, this knowledge is selectively applied by them.
It was concluded that these aspects of boys' understanding change
considerably during elementary school-aged years. Furthermore, boys in each
group noted differences between models in age-appropriate ways. Implications
were drawn for people's understanding of models beyond these formative years,
and how this understanding modifies models' influence.
- IX -
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
During the elementary school years, children encounter numerous adults
in their ventures beyond the home. While the importance of real-life models
(such as parents and teachers) is undisputed, many of the adults witnessed by
children come from television. This is especially true for five to twelve year-old
children, who frequently watch and increasingly prefer prime-time television
programs over cartoons and other "kid-vid" (Adler, Lesser, Meringoff, Robertson,
Rossiter, and Ward, 1980; Himmelweit, Oppenheim, and Vince, 1958; Schramm,
Lyle and Parker, 1961). Consider the following hypothetical yet plausible scene:
Jimmy (age five), costumed in cape and gloves, leaps to the
television dial at 7:00, declaring "time for Superman." Mark (age
twelve) disagrees; "Nol You watched it last night, so tonight I
get to watch Henry Winkler." "Who?" replies a puzzled Jimmy.
"The Fonz, Jimmy, the Fonz." "I don’t like him a lot, Mark. He
can't flyl" cries Jimmy. "Yeah, but Superman can’t either, cause
they fake it. And the Fonz is a lot cooler than Superman — and
youl" replies a superior Mark.
"Hold it," interjects a parental voice from the next room. "Mark,
you could use a little time on your homework -- and Jimmy, how
about flying outside for a while." As Mark trudges upstairs, and
Jimmy exits with a whoosh of both power and indignation. Dad
switches channels to Eight is Enough , muttering, "Tom Bradford,
you think you’ve got problems with your kids."
1
2Typically, research has looked most extensively at the influence of models
(or of the television medium) on children's subsequent behavior and learning. In
contrast, scant studies address the developing understanding about models in the
medium evident above. For instance, each family member in the above example
notes different aspects of televised portrayals, from flying, to "coolness," to
family problems. Our conceptions of television models, culled from the
relatively complex sights and sounds of the medium, develop only gradually in
the course of continued experience and cognitive growth. Furthermore, each of
these family members identifies with, or becomes involved with different
television people who hold special appeal for him. Moreover, the extent to which
a viewer identifies with television characters reflects not only the attributes of
the models, but also the viewer's frame of reference about them; one may
regard them as serious and viable models; as merely entertaining diversions; or
even as stars leading the good life. In short, the related aspects of one's
understanding about models may be a crucial factor in whether, or to what
extent, individuals are influenced by them.
The present study focuses on children's changing interpretations of and
involvements with the range of models they encounter on television and in
everyday life. A fantasy-reality continuum proves helpful in describing the
differences which characterize these people. In their daily lives, children
interact with "real people" such as their parents, teachers, and other school
personnel. Within the televised world, children are presented with credible
television characters like Tom Bradford, engaged in the mundane problems of
raising a large family; with implausible characters like the Fonz, peerless in his
social dealings; and with fantastic characters like Superman, leaping tall
buildings in a single bound.
3While adults are able to see television and real-life models as belonging to
separate and qualitatively different social domains, children must learn to make
even this basic distinction. Within television, making distinctions between
people of widely differing reality status may present a special problem for the
young viewer, since this medium strives to present all portrayals with equal
visual realism. Furthermore, fantasy concerns have long been recognized as
central to young children, as reflected in the works of such widely different
theorists as Freud and Piaget. Young children are prone to make fantasy
interpretations of even ordinary events, and are generaUy assumed to make
unclear distinctions between the real and the fantastic. In their daily lives
children engage in many activities (e.g., play) with a willing suspension of
disbelief. For aU these reasons, a developmental study investigating children’s
understanding of a fantasy-reality continuum of people seems afpropriate.
The present study, conducted with the child audience of five to twelve
year-olds, addresses several aspects of their understanding. Of interest are
children's conceptions
,
i.e., the qualities and attributes of models which they find
salient, and other physical and psychological qualities which characterize them
as well; their identifications with people, i.e., the valuing or involvements which
children forge between themselves and others; and their actor knowledge
,
i.e.,
the awareness that television people perform in arbitrary and fictional roles in a
created medium.
A single study which addresses these issues extends our knowledge of
children’s understanding of models. At the same time, the specific questions for
each of these aspects of understanding have been informed by existing literature.
The literature review is organized as follows: Understanding Models: A
Developmental Context reviews relevant studies supporting the general focus on
children’s views of models; A Fantasy-Reality Continuum of People: The
4Dimension of Interest presents extant research on fantasy-reality issues and
perceived realism in television; Conceptions, Identification, and Actor Know-
separately review literature relevant to each aspect of understanding.
Literature Review
Understanding Models; a Developmental Context.
As children enter the elementary school years, their horizons widen
considerably and they encounter many new models beyond the home. For
instance, they interact with their teachers, who support, educate, and even
discipline them. Few would argue that these real world models are not
important in some ways — either as role models, or mentors, or authority
figures. Yet today’s child spends much of his leisure time in the home watching
television, and meets many adults in this way. Even prior to the elementary
school years, children become television fans, i.e., viewers who recognize,
prefer, and regularly watch certain programs (Liebert, Neale, and Davidson,
1973). While preschoolers generally prefer cartoon, puppet, and other shows
produced with young children as the intended audience, elementary school-aged
children increasingly prefer science fiction, western, and adventure fare, i.e.,
more complex narratives whose characters are primarily human and adult (Adler,
Lesser, Meringoff, Robertson, Rossiter, and Ward, 1980; Himmelweit, Oppen-
heim, and Vince, 1958; Schramm, Lyle, and Parker, 1961).
Given the questionable quality and content of much television fare, a
concern arose that television would negatively influence children's attitudes and
behavior. With regard to the many novel role models that television presents, a
parallel concern arose, given the time that children spend watching television,
that televised models might replace real-life models as primary socialization
agents (Bandura and Walters, 1963).
5Much research conducted during the past twenty years reflected these
concerns about the effects of television on the child audience (see Television and
Social Behavior, volumes I-III, technical reports to the Surgeon General). WhUe
the findings of this research indicate that television can indeed influence
children’s behavior and attitudes, they also indicate that the issues are more
complex, and, therefore, researchers must ask more pointed questions; What
types of television fare influence which types of viewers under what sets of
circumstances? Both the unidirectional (i.e., television influences viewers) and
the often adevelopmental approach of much early television research misses
aspects of these issues which are potentially informative.
Recently a growing body of research has focused on the role of develop-
ment and cognition in contributing to the "problem" of television for children.
From this literature one point is clear: the child audience, viewed as homo-
genous by the television industry, is, in fact, one of varying abilities and
interests and one which varies across age groups in what is derived from
television. Within these groups of studies, there is also indirect but supporting
evidence of the importance of television people to elementary school-aged
children.
Children’s understanding of television. The young child’s interpretations
of television differ greatly from those of the adult or even the adolescent
viewer. Often cued to attend by auditory features, the young child attends
selectively to features of attractive content, or to content attractively pack-
aged. For instance, several researchers have found that action (defined as
amount of movement or as motion through space) elicits the attention of the
young viewer (Anderson and Levin, 1976; Himmelweit et al., 1958; Watkins,
Huston-Stein, Wright, Potts, Calvert, and Rice, n.d.). The element of change
also seems to elicit children’s attention, whether the change is transitions
6between program segments, between commercial and program segments, or
between scenes (Anderson and Levin, 1976; Greer, Potts, Wright, and Huston-
Stein, n.d.; Levin and Anderson, 1976; Watkins, Huston-Stein, Wright, Potts,
Calvert, and Rice, n.d.).
While young children’s attention is selective, their attendant compre-
hension of television narratives is limited. During the elementary school years,
children's recall of both "plot central" and "plot incidental" information from
television stories increases as a function of age (Collins, 1970; Hale, Miller and
Stevenson, 1968; Hawkins, 1973; Holaday and Stoddard, 1933; Noble, 1975). Yet
perhaps more important than the amount of information recalled, the younger
viewer's comprehension of television differs in qualitative ways as well.
On one level, children of different ages are likely to process the same
pieces of information differently. Dorr (1980) recounts the reaction of younger
viewers to the slow motion running of the Six Million Dollar Man . Misunder-
standing the convention of slow motion used to represent his running as powerful,
younger children wonder how he could catch the bad guys when running so slowly.
Many similar camera techniques such as cuts and zooms are used to compose the
narrative in television, and the viewer must learn the shared and intended
meaning of these conventions.
On a broader level, the young child's overall understanding of the
televised narrative is fragmentary. For example, investigators have found that
preschoolers have little ability to reconstruct scene sequence from a filmed
narrative (Leifer, Collins, Gross, Taylor, Andrews, and Blackmer, 1971), and that
second graders comprehend factual material equally well when it's presented in
either randomly or correctly ordered scenes (CoUins, Wellman, Keniston, and
Westby, 1978). In another study, Collins and his colleagues found that second
graders tended to recall the aggressive actions from an action-adventure
7program, while fifth graders also recalled consequences of actions, and eighth
graders recalled the fuU complex of motives, actions, and consequences (Collins,
Berndt, and Hess, 1974). What these findings suggest is that the young viewer
has little sense of the essential components and markers of the plot, but rather
retains discrete parts of the narrative which he finds to be personally involving.
In keeping with this view, Collins (1979a) suggests that the first notions of plot
involve the stringing together of isolated elements of personal interest. Only
gradually during the elementary school years, viewers come to derive a shared
meaning of what constitutes essential story elements within television programs,
to use "markers" (such as scenes) as organizing features, and to interrelate
elements (such as motives, actions, and consequences) which qualify and give
meaning to one another.
Results of these studies on children's understanding of television suggest
several relevant points for the present study. First, viewers of the elementary
school years do not constitute one homogenous child audience. Rather, the five
year-old and twelve year-old have quite different understandings of prime-time
television programs, and consequently, age and development are important
variables in studies of children's interpretations of television.
Second, children's interpretations of the main characters who are central
to these programs are therefore likely to vary developmentaUy. For instance,
the young child's predominant focus on actions may result in a very different
view of characters than that of the older child, who is aware of consequences
and motives related to actions. Since younger children derive fewer of the
benchmark narrative elements (and less quantity of information as well), there
are fewer "givens" about television people for them. Thus, the younger viewer
may fill in the personae of characters with their own preconceptions, wishes, and
idiosyncratic interpretations, while the older viewer's interpretations may be
quite different, because he is more informed by program content.
8Third, these studies provide indirect evidence that television characters
may provide an anchor of sorts in children’s learning about the stories on
television, and that they may constitute much of a program's appeal to the young
viewer. Main characters tend to be involved in action and to perform straight-
forward and concrete physical behaviors. Main characters appear in each
episode, and present fairly consistent (and perhaps even stereotyped) personae.
Their consistency and concreteness contrasts sharply with the variety and
subtlety of other narrative elements (settings, plots and subplots, motives). By
watching episode after episode, the fan comes to know the main characters in
programs. This repeated exposure sensitizes even the young child to an element
which is comprehensible at some level. In sum, both television and real-world
models undoubtedly are important to children, while television models may serve
a special role within their social domain, i.e., as elements of continuity,
comprehensibility, and appeal for the young viewer.
A Fantasy-Reality Continuum of People; The Dimension of Interest.
Fantasy-reality issues . As noted in the Introduction, spontaneous fantasy
activities and interpretations of events are common in childhood, and fantasy's
role in childhood has been considered from such widely differing perspectives as
psychoanalytic thought and cognition. A fantasy-reality continuum of people
reflects the wide range of models that children encounter during years when
fantasy concerns are prevalent, and when distinctions between the real and the
fantastic are assumed to be unclear.
While almost no studies have looked at children's views of people of
widely different reality status, several studies have looked at children's fantasy-
reality awareness in general, and their interpretations of the fantasy creations of
others. Investigations of children's fantasy-reality awareness about television
programs (Klapper, 1974; Morison, McCarthy, and Gardner, 1979; Van Camp,
91971) and about comic book and other cultural fantasy figures (Morison and
Gardner, 1979) have been conducted, using a wide range of methods from
structured tasks to open-ended interviews. From this small group of studies,
several interesting findings emerge:
1. Children do not often bring fantasy-reality criteria to bear in
their spontaneous discussions of television and fantasy figures,
though spontaneous use of this criteria does increase with age.
2. At the same time, children are able to distinguish fantasy
from real figures when explicitly asked to do so (e.g., asked to
make piles of pictures of real and pretend figures). These first
two findings suggest that fantasy-reality criteria, while of low
salience, are accessible to children at some level during the
elementary school years, and may be a form of knowledge
which underlies the ways children regard fantasy figures and
media creations.
3. When children are asked to supply reasons for judging the
reality status of television programs, there are notable age-
related differences in the strategies they employ (Morison,
McCarthy, and Gardner, 1979). Second graders judged the
realism of programs using inferences based on observable cues
(e.g., "On Kojak they wouldn't shoot unless they had a foam
rubber bullet."). In contrast, sixth graders judged the realism
of programs in terms of the representational nature of televi-
sion, e.g., knowing that a program is created by an author and
can be "fiction based on fact."
4. Relatedly, blatant violations of reality are noticed by even
kindergarten children, according to Van Camp (1971). She
10
reports that they know that some television events are unreal,
(stating, for example, that "Superman can't fly"). In contrast,
more subtle issues concerning fantasy-reality status are diffi-
cult for even older children, as established in a line of
rese€irch summarized below.
Perceived realism. Fantasy-reality awareness has been viewed, at least
implicitly, as a means of evaluating fantasy worlds. This knowledge was seen as
a means of moderating the impact or seriousness of fantasy material. A set of
studies which explicitly looks at children's realism awareness as a critical
evaluation skill is that of "perceived realism." This research focuses on the
comparisons children make between television portrayals of particular groups
(e.g., occupational or ethnic) and their real-life counterparts. These studies have
the methodological advantage of comparing television and real-life models, yet
necessarily exclude comparisons involving the many implausible and incredible
characters created by television (e.g., Superman has no real world counterpart.).
Using scaled scores for such interview or survey items as "the people on
T.V. are like the people in real-life," several studies have concluded that children
of age nine or ten are likely to be at a midpoint (where a high score would
indicate high correspondence between television and real life counterparts). By
age twelve or thirteen, children find less realism in these television portrayals,
but many children remain substantially unsure of the accuracy of television's
accounts of women, blacks, police, etc. (Dominick and Greenberg, 1970; Green-
berg, 1972; Greenberg and Reeves, 1976; McLeod, Atkin, and Chafee, 1971).
Several points relevant to the present study can be derived from the
findings of the fantasy-reality and perceived realism studies. First, looking at
various character-types along a continuum from fantasy to reality may be useful
in soliciting children's fantasy-reality awareness about models. This is suggested
11
by the young chUd's awareness of blatant violations of reality and the older
chUd’s continuing difficulty in assessing the reality status of television models
who more subtly represent reality. Second, children’s fantasy-reality compe-
tence may be underestimated by using only unstructured tasks (if fantasy-reality
issues have low salience to children), while the importance of such knowledge to
children may be overestimated by using only methods designed to probe for it. In
light of past findings, it would seem prudent to use multiple methods, providing
both structured and spontaneous opportunities for children to demonstrate their
knowledge. Third, the quality of children’s reasoning about such issues appears
to change greatly during the elementary school years. Consequently, this aspect
of their knowledge should be solicited by asking children to give reasons to
justify their judgments about models.
Conceptions.
Children’s fantasy-reality awareness is only a part of what children know
about models. In our hypothetical scene, family members noted traits such as
’’coolness,” particular behaviors such as flying, and even the general tendency of
a character to have problems. Similarly, a wide range of features of real people
might be noted by children, from their physical appearance to their psychological
qualities. Children’s knowledge of others, referred to here as their conceptions,
has traditionally been investigated about real people and television characters in
separate studies. Each line of research is summarized below.
Person perception . As a subissue within the broader framework of social
cognition, the person perception studies have investigated how children form
impressions of others. The methods of this line of research have varied from
semantic differential scales to free descriptions of others, i.e., from the very
structured to the unstructured. Results of these studies generally indicate that
12
young children's perceptions initially focus on simple physical and external
qualities, and older children use more traits to describe others. Also, there are
organizational as well as content changes in person perception as a function of
age. Older children's person perceptions involve more internal, complex, and
dispositional traits than the person perceptions of younger children (Livesley and
Bromley, 1973; Pratt, 1975; Scarlett, 1971).
Television character perception. Reeves and his colleagues (Reeves,
1976; Reeves and Gammarone, 1979; Reeves and Greenberg, 1977; Reeves and
Lometti, 1979) have investigated children's views of television characters.
Reeves (1976) looked at elementary school-aged children's conceptions of a range
of characters and concluded that younger children distinguish between television
characters on the basis of physical attributes, while older children rely on
dimensions which describe behavior. In his later work. Reeves and Greenberg
(1977) and a replication (Reeves and Lometti, 1979) used the statistical proce-
dure of multidimensional scaling to look at the traits or attributes which children
use to distinguish between a variety of television characters. This method is
designed to produce parsimonious results, and to provide few categories which
distinguish between groups of concepts (in this case groups of television
characters). Reeves and Greenberg (1977) found four dimensions consistently
used by third to eighth graders to distinguish between this sample of television
characters, and named them humor, strength, attractiveness, and activity
(engaging in a variety of behaviors). The naming of these dimensions was based
on both the distributions of characters and on children's rating of
characters
scales on certain unidimensional attributes (such as funny, smart, etc.).
Attempts to replicate these findings have been partially
successful.
Reeves and Lometti (1979) used many of the same
characters, but added
additional female characters. Three of the four dimensions
they found were
13
similar to those found in Reeves and Greenberg (1977), with the exception of
strength. Further replications have been successful when using the same
characters, but other dimensions have emerged (as well as weak developmental
trends in the dimensions and their use) when different characters were used
(Alexander, 1980).
The issue of replicability and validity of the multidimensional scaling
technique aside. Reeves (1979) raises an interesting issue concerning children’s
conceptions of people in their daily experience and their conceptions of those in
the televised world. Contrasting the developmental trend in the person
perception findings (toward increasingly complex, internal, and dispositional
traits) with the relative stability of the television character findings across age,
he questions the nature of these differences in findings across social domains.
Are they simply a result of differing methodologies, or do children come to
realize that television is a created entertainment medium and, as such, requires
only simple evaluations?
While this issue deserves further investigation, two recent studies suggest
that the differences children perceive between real and television people are not
great or clearly drawn. Wartella and Alexander (1977) examined both the
content and organization of children's open-ended descriptions of father, mother,
and child characters from family oriented prime-time shows. Consistent with
the person perception literature, and in contrast to the multidimensional scaling
results, they found age-related increases in the use of both internally-based
attributes and causal descriptors. Another recent study, Alexander and Wartella
(1979), crossed social domain boundaries in direct comparisons of television and
real-life people. This investigation found children’s descriptions of television and
real children to "vary only minutely," and found a high degree of similarity
between subjects’ descriptions of real and television mothers. Addressing the
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question raised by Reeves (1979), they conclude that "there appears to be no
reason to argue that television people are unique and differently perceived by
children in our sample than real life people."
This issue needs further investigation, not only with the range of
characters used previously, but also with characters representative of the
extremes of television models. While Reeves and his colleagues may have
identified salient features children use to distinguish between television people,
this research needs to be supplemented by solicitations of children's descriptions
which include the whole complex of traits and features which typically consti-
tute a personality. Ideally, multiple methods should be used to solicit both
salient features and attribute profiles of television and real people in single
studies, in an effort to clarify children's conceptions of models in both televised
and real world domains.
Identification .
The issue of children's psychological identification with models has
received some research attention. While identification provides important
information about the relationships (in an affective sense) between models and
individuals, this concept has been variously defined and operationalized. For
instance, according to Gewirtz and Stingle (1968) it is "the process by which
viewers take on the abstract psychological characteristics of a model, such as
values, personality traits, or social roles." Maccoby and Wilson (1959) define
identification by stating that "the viewer, in fantasy, puts himself in the place of
the character, and momentarily feels that what is happening to the character is
happening to him." Since the concept of identification has been treated so
differently from study to study, it is difficult to compare findings across studies.
A further limitation characterizes the existing research on children's
identification with models. Like the conceptions research previously reviewed.
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investigations about identification have also been split by social domain, i.e.,
focused on either television models, or real models, or on filmed real models.
Thus, we have information about the attributes of television characters which
predict identification (Reeves and Greenberg, 1977; Reeves and Miller, 1978).
We also have information about the attributes of filmed and live real models
which predict children’s identification with them (Bandura and Walters, 1963;
Hicks, 1965; Maccoby and Wilson, 1959). Yet the question of the relative value
children hold for different types of model across domains remains unanswered by
these previous studies.
Existing research nonetheless presents some interesting clues to the
nature of children’s involvements with models. Miller and Bollard’s (1941) early
work suggested the influence of powerful or prestigious models on children’s
identification and their subsequent tendencies to imitate these models. Maccoby
and Wilson (1959) manipulated the variable of both viewer’s and model’s social
class in their studies with adolescents, and found that children have greater
involvement with models of the same social class, and with models of the
occupational status they aspire to (Maccoby and Wilson, 1959). The findings of
these studies (conducted with nontelevision characters as models) suggest that
there may be different types of identification which children have with models,
and perhaps different bases for identification as well. The notion that
identification may have different facets seems consistent with the widely
differing definitions embraced in various research efforts.
Different operationalizations of this concept also have been used from
study to study. In research on children’s identification with television charac-
ters, children have been asked to select models they want to ”be like” or ”do
like” or ’’grow up to be like.” Some researchers then report that children do
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nominate television characters as life models (Reeves and Greenberg, 1972;
Reeves and Miller, 1978), while others report they do not (Klapper, 1974).
An example illustrates the need for clearly defined and operationalized
terms in investigating identification. Reeves and Miller (1978) used multidimen-
sional scaling to calculate the identification distance between various television
characters and the concept "me," and found that boys’ identification with Steve
Austin (a superhero main character in the Six Million DoUar Man ) was greater
than with other characters. They then referred to this identification measure as
one of "perceived similarity." Since their subjects ranged from third to seventh
graders, it is likely that they were aware of the fantasy nature of superheroes.
Consequently, their identification with such a character is likely to have been a
conscious fantasy identification (i.e., fancifully wishing to be powerful and
siperhuman). It seems unlikely that boys of these ages would perceive actual
similarity between themselves and superheroes. If in fact they did so, the basis
of this judgment would certainly be of interest and should be solicited in future
studies.
Like the conceptions studies using this statistical method (Reeves and
Greenberg, 1977; Reeves and Lometti, 1979), identification studies using multi-
dimensional scaling have yielded few developmental trends. The findings instead
reveal consistent sex-linked patterns in identification, and in the qualities which
predict identification with models. Both boys and girls predominantly identify
with same-sexed models, with the trend somewhat stronger for boys than for
girls. For boys, a character's strength and high activity level tend to encourage
identification, while for girls, a character's attractiveness is a good predictor of
identification (Reeves and Miller, 1978).
From these sets of studies on children's identification with models,
diverse in focus, method, and age of the subjects, little is known of the relative
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value different types of real and television models hold for children. Further-
more, the nonverbal multidimensional scaling technique cannot be sensitive to
developmental differences in the quality of children's reasoning about identifying
with models. For example, the very young chUd may in fact perceive actual
similarity between himself and impossible people, whereas an older child may
identify with the same people on a more wishful basis. Without asking them,
however, we cannot deduce the nature of, and bases for, children's identification
with models. Finally, little attempt has been made to link models' reality status
to children's identification (Reeves and Miller, 1978) or to relate children's
descriptions of models to their tendency to identify with them.
Actor Knowledge .
Adults are able to see television and real models as belonging to separate
and qualitatively different social domains. If our fantasy activities as adults are
characterized by the willing suspension of disbelief, then our more reality-based
critical moments are conversely characterized by disbelieving — by applying
knowledge about the fantasy-reality status of people and events. What know-
ledge does the adult have that allows him alternately to enter Active worlds and
enjoy television, and then to step back and evaluate it when asked to do so? Do
children also have such knowledge, and, if so, do they apply it in their discussions
of the people on television?
The first of these two questions, though not a direct focus of the present
study, is indeed the more problematic. Individuals undoubtedly grow wiser in the
ways of the world and in the ways of the media. Yet specifying the knowledge or
aspects of development which serve as catalysts for new and more sophisticated
interpretations of television and its people is a difficult task. The perceived
realism and fantasy-reality studies have at least implicitly suggested that these
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specific awarenesses are relevant to developing new outlooks on television and
Its people. Other researchers have more generaUy tried to detaU those abilities
and sets of information that might lead to more critical views of media (Dorr,
Graves, and Phelps, 1980; Lelfer, Graves, Forte, and Phelps, 1976; Singer,
Zuckerman, and Singer, 1980).
Reeves (1979) discusses the dimensions which may enhance or diminish the
impact of television on children and suggests five which may do so: (1) under-
standing the mediational characteristics of television; (2) understanding the
nature of drama, including a knowledge of actors, plot lines, and stories;
(3) economic understanding of television and the television industry; (4) know-
ledge of the uses and gratifications of various television formats (news,
entertainment, etc.); and (5) understanding the visual grammar of television.
While Reeves (1979) contends that each of these dimensions is relevant to
children’s views of television characters (as does the present author), an
examination of aU of these dimensions is beyond the scope of a single study. The
present author thinks that the most proximal or germane knowledge about the
people on television may be "actor knowledge”; that is, the knowledge that the
characters on television are actually actors assuming arbitrary roles. The
significance of a character like Superman may be very different to children who
know he is merely an actor than to those who do not have this knowledge. While
Reeves (1979) cites instances of older children using actor names (e.g., Henry
Winkler rather than the Fonz) in their discussions of television people, and Dorr
et al. (1980) have included actor knowledge as a teaching objective in a critical
skills curriculum, the natural development of actor knowledge in children has
received no systematic attention on the part of researchers.
The second of the two questions — i.e., if they have such knowledge, do
children apply it? — is also important. Taking a cue from the fantasy-reality
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literature, methods should provide children with opportunities to apply actor
knowledge in both unstructured and structured contexts. For the present study
then, both the salience of actor knowledge and the circumstances under which
children apply it are questions of interest beyond just detaiUng the course of its
acquisition.
Summary and Guiding Questions of the Present Study.
The present study seeks to investigate elementary school-aged children's
understanding of a range of models they encounter in their television viewing and
in their everyday lives. While the specific methods and hypotheses of this study
are detailed in the next chapter, the literature reviewed here lends direction to
the investigation. From it, one can better see both questions that remain
unanswered and appropriate ways to answer these questions.
In suggesting a fantasy-reality continuum of people, we find that few
studies have solicited children's views of a range of models from the domains of
television and real life. The proposed continuum incorporates a salient concern
of childhood and represents a wide range of different types of people whom
children encounter. Consequently, the use of this continuum will provide
opportunities to detail the differences children perceive between people in each
of these realms, as weU as the differences between television and real-life
people.
Typically, the studies reviewed here approached single aspects of chil-
dren's understanding; their identification, their conceptions, or their evaluations
concerning others. Consequently, combining several aspects of children's under-
standing in a single study should provide opportunities to determine how more
affective aspects (such as identification) intertwine with more cognitive aspects
(such as conceptions) in children's overall understanding of models. Furthermore,
the fantasy-reality studies demonstrate the need to use multiple methods to
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Uluminate even one aspect of the problem, and the literature reviewed as a
whole points to the need to investigate the topic for the full range of the chUd
audience.
The following questions, then, remain by and large unanswered concerning
elementary school-aged children’s views of models:
Conceptions. What are the salient features of models who
vary in their reality status? Beyond these salient features,
what types of attributes characterize different types of peo-
ple? By soliciting both the salient features and a wide range
of physical and pyschological attributes children associate
with others, the nature of children's conceptions and fantasy-
reality awareness of models can be explored.
2. Identification. What types of models do children identify
with? What is the nature of, and reasons for, their involve-
ment with people they find especially appealing? By asking
children to select models they find appealing from a wide
range of people, and then to explain their appeal, the nature of
children’s involvements with models can be explored in a
developmental context.
3. Actor Knowledge . Do children know that the people on
television are actually actors assuming arbitrary roles? If so,
do they apply this knowledge in discussing television models?
By asking children questions about actors and acting, it can be
determined whether children have such knowledge. By provid-
ing children with unstructured opportunities to use this know-
ledge, it can be determined whether children tend to use this
knowledge in the experimental situation.
CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
The methods of the study are detailed in this chapter, organized under the
foUowing headings: Subjects, Setting, Materials
, and Interview Tasks . Subjects
describes the sample used in this study and the population of children from which
it was drawn. Setting describes the general interview procedure used in
collecting data. Materials describes the development of experimental stimuli
(i.e., photographs of television characters and real people) and the process by
which a sample of adults categorized the reality status of these models.
Interview Tasks discusses the purpose, procedure, scoring, and expectations for
each of the study's four separate tasks.
Subjects
The sample consisted of three groups of elementary school-aged males.
The youngest group (n=21) were kindergarten and first grade boys (mean age
6 years, 1 month). The middle group (n=25) were third grade boys (mean age
8 years, 8 months). The oldest group (n=24) were fifth and sixth grade boys
(mean age 11 years, 9 months). The sample was drawn from two elementary
schools of similar size in Watertown, Massachusetts, both of which serve children
of similar socioeconomic status. The population of this school system is largely
white working class and has the virtue of being ethnically heterogenous.
The selection of these particular age groups was guided by the pilot work
for the present study, where four children from kindergarten, second, fourth, and
sixth grades were interviewed. The data from these interviews formed two
major clusters, with similarities found between the responses of kindergarten and
second grade children, and found again between the responses of fourth and sixth
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grade children. The older and younger groups of the larger study provide
opportunities to explore these apparent trends more fuUy. The middle group (of
eight year-olds) represents a transitional stage in the pilot data, in the available
separate literatures on children's conceptions of television characters (Reeves,
1979), and in general cognitive-developmental theory (Piaget, 1929, 1930).
The selection of an all-male sample was influenced by several factors.
First, pUot interviews with boys and girls suggested likely differences in their
responses, prohibitir^ the use of a combined sample of both sexes. Second,
school size, as well as time and expense constraints limited the possibility of
having separate male and female samples of sufficient size to make valid
statistical comparison. Third, both the pilot interviews and the existing research
suggested that boys' identification with television characters is an important
issue which should be further addressed, particularly with respect to characters
who vary in their reality status (Reeves and Greenberg, 1977; Reeves and Miller,
1978).
Setting
Boys were interviewed in their schools during regular school hours. A
male interviewer met with individual subjects in a quiet room with a table and
two chairs. The total interview lasted approximately forty-five minutes.
Children in the older group met with the interviewer for one full session, while
children in the two younger groups met with the interviewer for two shorter
sessions within the same week. Whenever possible, the shorter sessions occurred
on consecutive days.
During the interview, the interviewer recorded nonverbal responses (e.g.,
selection of photographs) on a standardized transcript form. In addition, the
interview was tape-recorded and then transcribed, to provide a more detailed
record of each interview.
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Materials
Experimental Stimuli .
Photographs of main characters from a variety of prime-time television
programs were taken from videotapes of the programs. Television characters
were selected from programs shown regularly (usually on a weekly basis) during
the afternoon and early evening hours. All characters were selected from
programs which began prior to (or at) 8:00 p.m. and all were either current
programs, or programs that had been recently broadcast on a regular basis.
Photographs of real people that individual children knew (e.g., teachers, school
janitors, and crossing guards) were taken at the schools.
In order to minimize the potentially confounding influence of various
details in the photographs upon children's responses (e.g., different settings,
facial expressions), the guidelines below were followed:
1. Characters/people were alme when photographed.
2. Characters/people were involved in no particular activity
when photographed.
3. Characters/people displayed no obvious facial expressions
when photographed.
4. Characters/people were typically photographed from the waist
or chest up, in sitting or standing position.
5. AU photographs were black and white.
These photographs were then used in various ways during the course of the
interviews. They provided a concrete referent to aid children in discussing
particular people and provided a means of responding nonverbally to the
interviewer's questions (e.g., by selecting and sorting photographs).
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Determining Category Exemplars
.
Since the broad purpose of this study was to solicit children's understand-
ing of models who clearly varied in their reality status, a sample of adults (n=ll)
were asked to score the physical and psychological reality status of the
television characters prior to the interviews with children. The foUowing
procedure was used:
1. Given a pool of fifteen photographs of male characters from
television shows, individual adults sorted the photographs to
form piles of familiar and unfamiliar television characters.
2. Adults were provided with the following definitions of unreal-
istic and realistic for both physical and psychological qualities:
Physically unrealistic. The character has physical attributes
and abUities which normal human beings do not have and
performs physical actions beyond the capability of normal
human beings (score 1).
Physically realistic . The character has physical attributes
which normal human beings do have and performs only physical
actions which normal human beings are capable of performing
(score 2).
Psychologically unrealistic. The character is atypical of
normal human beings in that he displays a restricted range of
emotions and/or a lack of balance between positive qualities
and foibles (score 1).
Psychologically realistic . The character is typical of normal
human beings in that he displays a range of emotions and a mix
between positive qualities and foibles (score 2).
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3. Adults judged both the physical and psychological reality
status of each familiar television character, using the above
definitions. As indicated, a two point scoring system was
used, where a score of 1 indicated unrealistic and a score of 2
indicated realistic.
A realism score for each character was determined by summing a
character's adult rating on both dimensions (psychological and physical) and then
dividing by two. An overall realism rating for each character was then derived
by pooling all adults' ratings for that character. Since these scores could range
from 1.0 (unrealistic) to 2.0 (realistic), characters with overall realism ratings
between 1.0 and 1.33 were categorized as Unrealistic Characters; characters
with mean realism scores between 1.67 and 2.0 were categorized as Realistic
Characters; and characters with mean realism scores between 1.43 and 1.66 were
categorized as Mixed Reality Characters.^ Table 2.1 lists the adult ratings for,
and pilot subjects' familiarity with each character, establishing several cate-
gories of reality status and determining exemplars of each.
Interview Tasks
The tasks presented to children in the interview are discussed here in the
order of presentation during the interview. They are a Familiarity Pretest ,
Spontaneous Similarity Judgments
,
Forced Choice Judgments, Identification , and
Actor Knowledge .
Famliarity Pretest .
Purpose . The pretest determined which exemplars of the four reality
status categories were used in a particular interview (i.e., established which
^ For purposes of brevity, the following abbreviations for characters of
varying reality status will be used: Unrealistic Characters (UCs), Mixed Reality
Character (MRCs), Realistic Characters (RCs), and Real People (RPs).
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Table 2.1
Selection of Television Models
Pilot
Exemplars
Overall Mean
Realism Score
(Adult
Subjects)
Subjects'
Familiarity
(Male Pilot
Subjects)
UCs
(Core) Superman 1.0 100.0% (8/8)
(Core) Steve Austin, "Six Million Dollar Man" 1.21 87.5% (7/8)
(Alternate) Hulk* 1.07 100.0% (8/8)
MRCs
(Core) Fonzie, "Happy Days" 1.60 100.0% (8/8)
(Core) Mork, "Mork <5c Mindy" 1.37 100.0% (8/8)
(Alternate) Captain Kangaroo 1.50 75.0% (6/8)
RCs**
(Core) Tom Bradford, "Eight is Enough" 2.0 87.5% (7/8)
(Core) Johnny, "Emergency" 2.0 66.7% (4/6)
(Alternate) Archie Bunker, "AU in the Family" 1.8 75.0% (6/8)
(Alternate) Kojak 1.69 62.5% (5/8)
Hulk was selected as an Alternate rather than a Core exemplar due to pilot
subjects’ confusion between Hulk and his alter-ego. This confusion was less
dramatic in the case of Superman-Clark Kent, who was therefore chosen by
the experimenter as a UC Core exemplar.
Although all four exemplars listed here are judged as realistic, two of the
characters are from family dramas or comedies (Tom Bradford and Archie
Bunker), while two are from action-adventure shows. It is of interest whether
this difference is noted by children in the course of the tasks. Thus, a Core
and Alternate have been designated for each type of RC (active and passive).
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television and real people a particular subject knew). Only television characters
and real people familiar to individual subjects were used in each of the
interview's four tasks.
Procedure. A stack of photographs was placed on the table between the
interviewer and the subject. Eight of the photographs were two core exemplars
from each of the four categories (UCs, MRCs, RCs, and RPs). Core exemplars in
each category were selected based both on adult judgments and the pilot
subjects' high familiarity with them (see Table 2.1). Other photographs in the
stack were alternate exemplars, i.e., exemplars of a category which were
somewhat less familiar to pilot subjects. They were substituted throughout the
interview when a particular child was unfamiliar with a core exemplar.
The photographs were presented individually in random order. The
interviewer asked children to name the person in the photo and to "tell me what
you know about him or where you've seen him." Children indicated familiarity
with the character or person if they responded in one of the following ways:
1. Named the person or character correctly and mentioned
havir^ watched the program he appeared in (in the case of
characters) or having had personal contact with a real person.
2. In the case of television characters, named the program the
character appeared in and provided an accurate statement
about his role in the program (e.g., "I don't know his name, but
he's the father in Eight is Enough ."). In the case of real
people, identifed the person's role accurately (e.g., "He's the
sixth grade teacher.").
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Only ehUdren who showed familiarity with two people in each category partici-
pated in the interview.
Conceptions — Spontaneous Similarity Judgments (Task I).
Piypose and procedure. This task provided children with relatively
unstructured opportunities to directly compare television and real people, using
any criteria they found salient and appropriate. ChUdren were given triads of
photos from which they picked a most similar pair and supplied a reason for their
selection. Since children selected pairs on whatever basis they chose, there were
opportunities both to pair people of the same reality status and to pair people of
different reality status. Examining the extent to which children paired same-
category exemplars provided a nonverbal index of how primary reality status is
as a basis for determining similarities between people.
Exhaustive comparisons of this type total twenty-four, and the pilot
results revealed that this number of comparisons was fatiguing, especially for
younger children. Therefore, one half of the sample within each age group
received one set of twelve comparisons, while the other half received the other
twelve comparisons. However, the types of comparisons all children made were
similar. Each child made three judgments involving two exemplars from each
realism category, while the competing category exemplars varied between
subjects. For example, the triads given to child A grouped two UCs at various
times with Mork (MRC), John Gage (RC), and a teacher (RP). The triads given to
child B grouped two UCs at various times with Fonzie (MRC), Tom Bradford
2
Six potential kindergarten subjects and one sixth grade subject did not
meet this requirement and, consequently, were not interviewed. It was of
interest that in each case, children were not familiar with two RCs, but were
familiar with two characters or real people in aU other categories. As a
consequence, the kindergarten sample may be biased in that it represents
younger boys with relatively high familiarity with television characters and,
presumably, television in general.
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(RC), and a school crossing guard or janitor (RP). The data from these two sets
of twelve comparisons were then pooled within each age group for purposes of
data analyses.
Scoring of pairs . Correct pairs were defined as those where a child
selected the two same-category photographs (e.g., Tom Bradford and John Gage
"go together best."). Incorrect pairs were defined as those pairs were a child
selected two different-category photographs (e.g., Mork and Tom Bradford "go
together best.").
Correct pairs received a score of 1, while incorrect pairs received a score
of 0. Triads where a child made no selection, e.g., "they aU go together," were
scored as incorrect. In these cases, children were encouraged one more time to
make a selection, and it was then scored as correct or incorrect.
The Realism Pairs Score for each child could then vary from 0 (no correct
pairs) to 12 (all correct pairs). The few instances where the interviewer failed to
present a triad or presented the wrong triad of photographs were treated
neutraUy by scaling up the total score of that child to 12. The Pairs Score was
also separated by category. For example, a 0 to 3 Pairs Score for UCs consisted
of selections made when two UCs were grouped once with a MRC, once with a
RC, and once with a RP. Similarly, a 0 to 3 Pairs Score for RPs consisted of
selections made when two RPs were grouped with a UC, once with a MRC, and
once with an RC.
Scorir^ of reasons . A set of categories and subcategories were developed
post hoc to describe reasons boys gave on this task (and also on the Identification
task). The four major categories (noted by roman numerals) refer to different
content of children’s reasons, either as Traits, Status, Relationship to Subject, or
Uncodable. Subcategories (noted by capital letters) more specifically describe
content. Within Traits, the numbers 1-3 refer to the way the trait is organized,
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based on static surface features (e.g., "having big muscles"), or on more
behavioral active features (e.g., "breaking walls"), on more abstracted and
summative derived features (e.g., "being strong"). The entire set of categories
developed to describe the data, along with examples where appropriate, are
presented in Table 2.2.
Interrater reliability. Reasons for pairs were categorized by two indepen-
dent adult judges. Interrater Reliability, defined as the number of agreements
divided by the total number of decisicMis was 84% on a subset of 33% of the
interviews. The remaining protocols were scored by one judge.
Selected hypotheses or expectations . This task provided boys with
opportunities to spontaneously discuss a wide range of people, from the most
unrealistic televisicm characters to real people. The findings of some previous
studies are relevant in predicting the responses of elementary school-aged boys,
both in selecting pairs and providing reasons, but suggest no uniform set of
predictions for this study.
Several studies report that children's fantasy-reality awareness increases
with age, though the issue of discriminating fantasy from reality may not be a
salient or primary one for them. At the same time, even younger children seem
aware of blatant violations of reality, such as people flying or being shot on
televisicai programs, and they are able to distinguish fantasy figures from real
figures when explicitly asked to do so (Klapper, 1974; Morison and Gardner,
1978).
The literature on perceived realism (comparing television and real-life
counterparts) also reveals children's increasing evaluative competence as a
function of age, but contends that younger children do not have these subtle
abilities. It is of interest that the methods of this research have been primarily
verbal, and thus results may underestimate younger children's competence in this
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Table 2.2
Reasons Categories and Subcategories
I. Traits
A. Neutral Description
1. surface
2. active
3. derived
B. Strength
.
1. surface
2. active
3. derived
C. Special Powers
1. surface
2. active
3. derived
D. Adventure (including
dramatic instances of helping)
1. surface
2. active
3. derived
E. Help
1. surface
2. active
3. derived
F. Humor
1. surface
2. active
3. derived
G. Social Competence
1. surface
2. active
3. derived
n. Status
A. Generic
1. Normal people
2. Special people
Examples
They look the same.
They both hold up their thumbs.
They’re young.
They both have big muscles.
They both break walls.
They’re both strong.
They both have these fingers.
He hies and jumps high.
Because with their special powers.
Not applicable
They save people from fires.
They both have courage.
Not applicable
They help people at school.
They’re both helpful.
They look funny.
They’re both always fooling around.
They’re both funny.
They both are cool-looking.
They have many friends.
They’re cool.
Examples
They are both human beings.
They are superheroes.
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Table 2.2 (Cont’d)
n. Status Examples
B. Occupaticxial
1. School-related
2. Other occupatic»is
They both work for the school, they
are both like teachers.
One is a mechanic, and one is a
paramedic, so their jobs are to repair
things.
C. Media
1. General
2. Specific
They have shows.
They are the main ones in their
shows.
III. Relationship to Subject
A. Preference
1. General
2. Specific
I like them best.
Their shows are the best.
B. Familiarity
1. General
2. Specific
1 know them better.
I watch them every night.
IV. Uncodable
A. Reason Unclear One’s from an egg, and the other
breaks walls.
B. Reason Unstated I don’t know.
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area. Based on these somewhat scant studies, the hypothesis relevant to boys'
selection of pairs is as follows:
Overall Pairs Scores will increase significantly with age,
reflecting the development of fantasy-reality awareness.
Beyond the presence or absence of main effects for age, the effect of
different character-types may be evident in children's responses. The actions of
UCs amount to a basic violatiOT of reality, and their physically unrealistic
qualities should be accessible even to younger children (Reeves, 1976, 1979).
RPs are non-televised people with whom children actually interact, and thus may
be seen as qualitatively different from television models. Specifically then, it is
expected that both UCs and RPs will stand out as distinct, and therefOTe will be
correctly paired more often than MRCs and RCs. This character-type influence
is stated as follows:
H
2
: The Pairs Score for UCs and RPs will not differ significantly
between the three age groups.
Other reviewed literature documented clear developmental trends in the
criteria children use in discussing fantasy-reality issues, television characters,
and real people. Reeves (1976, 1979) documented children's early reliance on
physical attributes in distinguishing between television characters, and he cited a
similar trend within the person perception literature. Morison, McCarthy, and
Gardner (1979) also found young children's evaluations of the reality status of
television programs to be tied to physical cues (e.g., children evaluating a
television "shooting" contend that "the bullets are fake."). In contrast, older
children used more abstract criteria in evaluating people, citing motivations and
dispositional traits. Similarly, they used less visible criteria in evaluating the
fantasy-reality status of television programs, citing the concept of authorship or
the extent to which a program was generally representative of everyday life.
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These findings suggest hypotheses developmental trends in evaluating
models of varying reality status;
Hg; Younger boys’ reasons for pairs will primarily refer to
physical aspects of models, whereas older boys will use
significantly more behavioral and psychological reasons to
explain their selections.
Compared to younger group boys, the middle and older group
boys will use significantly more reasons based on awareness
of reality status.
directly follows from the literature detailing the criteria available to
children in both person perception and fantasy-reality studies. follows from
the development of greater fantasy-reality awareness with age.
Returning again to the potential influence of character-type, this time on
children's verbal responses, it seems likely that children gradually become aware
of the stereotypy of some characters on television. Specifically, UCs possess
salient and unusual physical abilities, but do not exhibit the wide range of both
behavioral and emotional responses characteristic of other people. They are, in
Reeves' (1979) words, "behaviOT-bound." Combining children's early awareness of
physical cues with the stereotypy of these characters, one would expect
relatively similar judgments about them across age. With respect to the reasons
children give to justify their selections, the following is hypothesized:
Reasons for pairs with UCs will have the least varied set of
criteria (compared to MRCs, RCs, and RPs) when reasons
are examined with age coUapsed, and the reasons will
primarily be based on physical criteria.
Finally, the models used in this study have been previously judged by
adults to vary in their reality status, yet children may pair models on any basis
they choose. It is expected, however, that reasons accompanying correct pairs
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wUl be based on fantasy-reality considerations more frequently than those
reasons accompanying incorrect pairs, and this expectation is stated as foUows:
Hgt Boys will give more reasons based on reality status for
correct pairs than for incorrect pairs.
ConcepticHis — Forced Choice Judgments (Task 11).
The purpose of this task was to provide a fuUer picture of
children’s conceptions of televisiai characters and real people, supplementing
the salient features solicited by the previous task. Of particular interest were
the physical and psychological abilities and vulnerabilities that children would
attribute to different types of models, from superheroes to school teachers. By
askir^ about a wide range of attributes, from anatomy to emotions, attribute
profiles could then be assembled which would describe, in some depth, children's
beliefs about each type of model.
This task provides structured probes concerning boys’ awareness of various
people’s reality status (e.g., 'Is X strong enough to life a truck with his bare
hands or not?"). Since responding to these questions does not require extensive
vocabularies, this task is well-suited to young children’s abilities and may show a
greater competence in distinguishing between people who vary in reality status
than is commonly assumed. This task also complements the more open-ended
approach of the previous task by creating character profiles based on evaluations
of many specific attributes.
Procedure . Children were presented with a photograph of an individual
and asked to answer thirty-four questions about that person’s attributes. Once
all questicxis were answered, another photograph was introduced by the inter-
viewer, and the same thirty-four questions were answered about the new person.
Due to the length of the task, each child described only one UC, one RC, and one
RP. MRCs were omitted in favor of comparing children’s beliefs about credible
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television characters (RCs), incredible televison characters (UCs), and real-life
models (RPs).
The particular people children described were core exemplars whenever
possible, but the particular person described varied between subjects. For
example, Superman was the UC described by some children, while others
described the UC Steve Austin. The presentation order of photographs was
varied, and the thirty-four questions were presented in three random schedules.
Below, the thirty-four items are presented under major categories and subcate-
gories.
Attribute items . The category of Typical/Human Qualities contained
items from the following subcategories: feelings, expressed emotions, mental
and personality traits, interactions with others, and interactions with the
subject. Items within these categories are listed below (X refers to the
particular person).
Typical Human Qualities
A. Feelir^s
1. Would X ever feel bad?
Would he feel bad always or just sometimes?
2. Think about feeling happy . . .
Would X always feel happy, or sometimes feel happy, or
never feel happy?
3. Would X ever feel scared?
Would he feel scared part of the time, or all of the time?
B. Prefa'ences
4. Does X like people or not like people?
5. Does X like friendly animals or not like them?
6. Does X like birthday parties or not like birthday parties?
C. Expressed Emotions
7. Would X ever cry?
Is crying something he would do all the time or some of the
time?
8. Would X ever get mad and yell?
Would he get mad and yell every time or just once in a
while?
9.
Think about laughing
. . .
Is lai^hing something that X would do sometimes, or never
or always? ’
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D. Physical Needs
10. Does X need to sleep or not need to sleep?
11. Does X need to eat or not need to eat?
12. Does X need to wear a coat when it's cold or not need to
wear one?
E. Physical Qualities
13. Does X have skin covering his body or not have skin?
14. Does X have bones inside his body or not have bones?
F. Mental and Personality Traits
15. Is X smart or dumb?
16. Does X seem funny to you or not seem funny?
17. Does X have dreams or not have dreams?
G. Interactions with Others
18. Does X have friends or not have friends?
19. Does X ever hurt people?
Does X hurt people sometimes or always?
20. Think about people lying .. .
Would X lie every day, or just some days, or not at all?
21. Does X ever help people?
Is that something he does all the time or just some of the
time?
H. Interactions with Subject
22. Can X be your friend?
23. Can X help you?
'24. Can X hurt you?
25. Can X walk down the street outside this school and be seen
by you?
The category of Nonhuman Qualities contained items from the following
subcategories; physical attributes, construction, and invulnerability.
Nonhuman Qualities
I. Physical Qualities
26. Could X go to Mars without a spaceship or would he need
one?
27. Is X strong enough to lift up a truck with his bare hands or
not?
28. Could X change his body to become someone else or is he
not able to do that?
29. Could X do magical things like make other people dis-
appear?
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J. Construction
30. Is X made of metal or not made of metal?
31. Does X have a motor inside his body or not have one there?
K. Invulnerability
32. Could X eat needles and not be hurt by them, or would he
be hurt by eating needles?
33. Would X get hurt if he was run over by a fire engine or not
get hurt if that happened?
34. Can X live forever or not live forever?
Scoring of realism questicyis . Twenty-five of these items (all except those
under Typical Human Qualities B, F, and H) contained choices between realistic
and unrealistic phrases within the questicxi. Some contain two choices, where
one phrase was realistic and the other was unrealistic. For example, being "able
to lift up a truck with his bare hands" is unrealistic, and being unable to do so is
realistic. Other items contained three choices, where two choices were
unrealistic extremes and one was realistic. For example, to "feel bad some-
times" is realistic, whereas to "feel bad never" or "to feel bad always" are both
unrealistic.
When a boy chose a realistic phrase, a score of 1 was assigned to the
response. When a boy chose an unrealistic phrase, a score of 0 was assigned to
the response. Thus, a Realism Score for a television character or an RP could
vary from 0 (aU unrealistic attributes) to 25 (aU realistic attributes).
Scoring of descriptive questions . A total of nine items (those under
Typical Human Qualities B, F, and H) did not contain this unrealistic-realistic
choice within the questim. For example, to be either funny or not funny, smart
or dumb were aU realistic attributes. These nine Descriptive Items will be
handled as percentages, and included in the profiles of exemplars for each age
group in the following manner: "Realistic Characters are described by the
youngest group as "having friends," "being smart," "being funny," etc. These
items extend the profiles to include attributes which are typical of people
beyond their reality status.
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imerrater reliabaity
. Although most of children's responses to these
items could be scored in a straightforward 0 or 1 manner, three types of response
required further interpretation by two coders. When children responded "1 don't
know," it was noted on descriptive questions, and scored .5 on the realism
3
questiais.
In some other responses, children's comments indicated that they clearly
misinterpreted the question or its wording. For example, some chUdren said that
X could change his body to become someone else" through dieting, weightlifting,
or changing jobs. In the case of these misinterpretations, two judges scored the
response according to whether or not the child's interpretation was realistic, i.e.,
within the range of human ability, or unrealistic, i.e., beyond the range of human
ability. Realistic responses were scored 1 and unrealistic responses were scored
0. Finally, children made qualifying remarks which required further interpreta-
tion. For example, in judging whether a person "would lie every day, or just
some days, or not at all," a child might respond, "not at all, except to the bad
guys." In the case of such a qualifying remark, a score of .5 was assigned, since
the cited exception ruled out "not at all" and "every day," while "just some days"
was an available optic*! not chosen by the child. Consequently, the midpoint
between a realistic and unrealistic response,
.5, was assigned.
Overall, these responses requiring interpretation by two independent
judges constituted less than 5% of the protocols from this task. Interrater
reliability was 81% on 34% of the interviews. The remainder of these instances
was scored by one judge.
Expectations or hypotheses . A common assumption has been that younger
children do not adequately distinguish the real from the fantastic, but the
O
These responses constituted 1.5% of the younger group's protocols, .2% of
the middle group's protocols, and .1% of the older group's protocols.
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methods by which this view has been established often have relied heavily on
chUdren's verbal abilities, and/or on their abilities to make general evaluative
judgments about groups of people. When this methodological pitfall has been
avoided, investigators have found that even younger children are aware of
blatant violations of reality (Klapper, 1974; Morison and Gardner, 1978), note
physical attributes in their assessments of people and television characters
(Reeves, 1976, 1979), and have at least a rudimentary sense of what familiar
characters typically do in the course of a television program (Collins, 1979b;
Robinson, Jaglom, and WUder, 1980). Given that the present task solicits
judgments about specific and discrete attributes of individual models, it is
expected that younger children wUl be able to adequately distinguish characters
who violate physical reality (UCs) from those that do not (RCs and RPs). This
expectation is stated as follows:
Within all three age groups, UCs will be described as
significantly less realistic than RCs and RPS, while RCs and
RPs will not differ significantly in terms of their overall
Realism Scores.
At the same time, younger children’s comprehension of television narra-
tive (e.g., plot, motives, and consequences) is fragmentary, and provides few
"givens" about televisicxi characters. Also, nonphysical aspects of character
portrayals seem to elude them. The pilot interviews with younger children
showed much lower Realism Scores for UCs than the corresponding scores of
older children for UCs. A closer look at attribute subcategories (e.g., feelings,
expressed emotions, physical needs, etc.) revealed that younger children
extended the uniqueness of UCs to nonphysical attributes as well. For example,
a younger child was likely to believe that a superhero could "live forever," "did
not need to sleep," or "never felt bad." In contrast, older children described a
superhero as unrealistic primarily in terms of his physical abilities (e.g., whether
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he "could lift a truck with his bare hands"). Younger children's imaginative
conflation of unrealistic physical attributes with nonphysical attributes is
expected in the study and is stated as follows;
Hg; The younger group's mean Realism Scores for UCs will be
significantly lower than the middle and older groups' mean
Realism Scores for UCs, due to an overextension or confla-
tion of unrealistic physical atttributes with other types of
attributes.
A general finding of the fantasy-reality, person perception, and perceived
realism literatures has been that older children are more sophisticated than
younger children concerning these topics. Both the person perception and
television character literature document children's increased use of nonphysical
criteria in their descriptions of models. Older children's more sophisticated
assessment of both realism and people is expected to be manifested here in the
following ways;
Hg; With age, each type of model will be described as more
realistic, i.e.. Realism Scores for UCs, RCs, and RPs will
increase significantly.
Identification (Task III) .
Purpose . The purpose of the Identification Task was to provide measures
of the way children personally value different types of television and real-world
models. Thus, beyond the salient attributes and broader conceptions of models
(Tasks I and II), the Identification Task provides information on the nature and
extent of the more affective involvements between children and various kinds of
models.
The research literature approaches the issue of psychological identifica-
tion with diverse methods, asking children to select models they want to "be
like," "do like," "grow up to be like," etc. For purposes of the present study, two
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separate ways in which children could meaningfully relate models to their own
lives were explored. Assuming a Fantasy mode of identifying, children could
wish to be particular types of models. Assuming a Realistic mode of identifica-
tion, children could see exisiting similarities between themselves and particular
types of models. Each of these modes provides a means of assessing the relative
valence of different types of models for boys.
This task, like the previous two, provides information on children’s
awareness of fantasy-reality issues as they pertain to models. This information
is manifested in two ways. First, comparison of children's selections on the two
parts of the task addresses their ability to conceive of fantasy and realistic
involvements as two distinctly different modes of identification. Second,
examining the reasons children give for selecting particular models in each mode
provides further insight into the relationship between the reality status of people
and the bases for children's involvements with them. This is an issue which
remains unclear in previous studies on identification with models (Maccoby and
Wilson, 1959; Reeves, 1979).
Procedure . At two different times during the interview, children were
encouraged to identify with models: once using the Fantasy mode and once using
the Realistic mode. The order of mode presentation was counterbalanced across
subjects. Each mode used the common procedure described below. The same
eight photographs were randomly arranged in front of the subject for each
mode. They consisted of the two UCs, two MRCs, two RCs, and two RPs which
the child had previously judged to be familiar. The subject was asked in the
Fantasy form "to pick the one that you wish you were." In the Realistic form the
subject was asked "to pick the one that is almost the same as you — the way you
are now and the way he is now." The selected photograph was set aside after the
subject provided a reason for the selection. The question was then repeated
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three more times. Each time, the child selected a model from the remaining
group of photographs and supplied a reason for his selection.
Scoring of selections. This procedure in effect produced a rank ordering
of the top four choices a child made for each mode of Identification. The four
choices received scores from 4 to 1 (first choice - 4, second choice - 3, third
choice - 2, and fourth choice - 1), whUe the four models not chosen each
received a score of 0. Thus, high scores for particular models on the Fantasy
mode indicated children's wish to be them, whUe high scores on the Realistic
mode indicated children’s belief that they were similar to these people.
In addition, the extent to which individual models are valued in each of
these ways can be assessed by calculating a difference score for each character,
defined as Fantasy minus Realistic ranking. For example, a character that
received a 4 on the Fantasy part (as first choice) and a 2 on the Realistic part (as
third choice) would receive a Difference Score of +2. Difference Scores for any
particular character could thus range from +4 (first choice on Fantasy, not
chosen on Realistic) to -4 (not chosen on Fantasy, first choice on Realistic
mode).
An Absolute Difference Score for each subject could also be calculated by
adding the absolute values of Difference Scores across characters. This
procedure determined whether or not different types of models were seen as
appropriate in the two modes. These Absolute Difference Scores could then vary
from 0 (all characters chosen in the same order in both modes) to 20 (character
chosen in reverse order in the two modes).
Scoring of reasons . The same scoring system used to code reasons in
Task I (Spontaneous Similarity Judgments) was used to code reasons on both parts
of the Identification Task (see Table 2.3).
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Irrterrater reliability
. Reasons for identification were categorized by two
independent adult judges. Interrater reliability, defined as the number of
agreements divided by the total number of decisions, was 81% on a subset of 33%
of the interviews. The remaining protocols were scored by one judge.
Expectations or hypotheses
. Fantasy mode. Since this part of the
Identification Task explicitly asked children to pick people they "wish to be," it
freed them, assuming they understood the request, from having to critically
evaluate the reality status of these models. Since many television characters
have unusual abilities, such as special powers and unusual strength, a general
expectation is that children will prefer television models over real-world models
as people they wish to be. This expectation is consonant with early research by
Miller and Dollard (1941), who found that the customs and actions of prestigious
models were likely to be remembered and imitated by children, and addresses the
concern of Bandura and Walters (1963) that television models might replace real
models as primary socialization agents. More recent investigations have focused
on the particular attributes (such as strength and attractiveness) which predicted
identification with television characters, and have found that children did
nominate television characters as "life models" (Greenberg and Reeves, 1977;
Reeves and Miller, 1978). A remaining question, however, is whether or not the
reality status of models relates to identification, and this question can be
addressed by the methods of the present study. Given the strength, attractive-
ness, uniqueness, and problem-solving abilities of television characters with
"bigger-than-life" qualities (such as those possessed by UCs and MRCs), it is
expected that models’ reality status will relate to children’s identification in the
following way in the Fantasy mode:
Television characters will be preferred over RPs as models
boys in each age group "wish to be." More specifically.
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UCs wUl be the most preferred, foUowed by MRCs. Tele-
vision characters, and particularly those with unrealistic
aspects (UCs and MRCs), will be the preferred Fantasy
models.
It is also expected that the more action-oriented RCs will be more
appeaUng fantasy models than the more ordinary people on television and in
everyday life. This expected trend should also increase with age, as children
become aware that eertain television characters (e.g., paramedics) are vehicles
of action (a feature of programs which tends to be involving for children). This
expectation will be examined in the data, but is not stated as a hypothesis, due to
its highly specific nature.
The relationship between models’ reality status and children’s Fantasy
Identification can be further explored by examining the reasons children give for
wishing to be particular people. It is generally expected that strength and
special powers (such as the ability to fly) as weU as uniqueness in nonphysical
ways wQl predict boys’ Fantasy Identification with models.
Realistic mode. Both the person perception literature and the television
character literature documented children’s increasing awareness of models as
they become older. At the same time, they no doubt become more objective in
their assessments of their own changing abilities and limitations. Thus,
responses to the Realistic mode of identification, determining similarity between
self and other people, should reflect this developmental trend. It is expected
that with increasing age, children will find more similarity between themselves
and ordinary people on television and in everyday life, and more dissimilarity
between themselves and UCs. This expected developmental trend is stated as
follows:
With age, boys will see RCs and RPs as more highly
preferred Realistic models, while UCs and MRCs wiU be
increasingly less preferred Realistic models.
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Boys’ reasons for Realistic Identification with people should also change
developmentaUy, since younger boys’ early reliance on people’s physical traits as
evaluative criteria should give way to reliance on nonphysical traits. This
expectation is stated as follows:
^12* remaining somewhat dependent upon character-type,
young boys’ reasons for Realistic Identification with models
will be based primarily on physical criteria, while older
boys will use significantly fewer criteria based on purely
physical considerations.
Relatedly, if some types of people are in fact more ’’behavior-bound” or
stereotyped, and if children become cognizant of this, the range of reasons cited
to justify selection should be restricted few these types of characters. The
reasons will thus be divided by character-type as well as by age, in order to
determine which types of people shared more limited and more diverse sets of
similarities with children.
The comparison between the two modes of identification is also of
interest, i.e., the extent to which children of various ages distinguish between
Fantasy Identification (wishing to be certain people) and Realistic Identification
(perceiving a similarity between themselves and certain people). It is expected
that younger children’s involvement through identification will be more extreme
than the involvement of older children, and that making and applying this
distinction between types of identification will be more difficult for them. The
Difference Scores, a comparison between the particular exemplar’s scores on
each part of the task, would reflect the ability or inability of children to switch
their frame of reference in thinking about their involvements with different
kinds of people. Examining the Difference Scores and reasons given for
identifying with particular exemplars will test the following hypotheses:
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Hjgt The Difference Scores of UCs and MRCs will be signifi-
cantly lower for the younger boys ( who will both wish to
be, and see themselves as similar to these types of
characters) than for the middle and older group boys.
With age, boys wUl have significantly greater Absolute
Difference Scores, as they realize that though they wish to
be UCs and MRCs, they are dissimilar to them, and though
they do not wish to be RCs and RPs, they are simUar to
them.
Actor Knowledge (Task IV) .
purpose. The purpose of this task was to tap children's underlying
knowledge which might influence the age-related and character-type effects
predicted in the previous tasks. Specifically, its purpose was to probe children's
awareness of the dual status of people on television: i.e., their knowledge that a
television character is also a real person, an actor with a life independent of his
television role. This potential knowledge was expected to mediate responses to
the other tasks of the study. For example, a child who describes the character
Superman should do so differently than the child who regards him as an actor,
and thus as similar to real people who have other occupations like teaching. A
set of questions asked at the end of the interview addressed this issue. They are
listed under Procedure .
A previously noted quality of fantasy activity concerns the fantasizer's
"willing suspension of disbelief." This quality, then, involved two components:
having the knowledge to disbelieve and then suspending it. Conversely, there are
two components of critically evaluating the reality status of people: having the
knowledge to make critical evaluations and then applying it. Though Actor
Knowledge can be solicited explicitly, boys may or may not spontaneously apply
Actor Knowledge during the interview. Consequently, each child's entire
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interview was reviewed to loeate spontaneous statements by ehildren which
indieated that they were applying this knowledge: i.e., critieaUy evaluating
people who vary in their reality status.
Procedure (Actor Knowledge)
. Again using various photographs of televi-
sion eharacters, the interviewer asked three questions to each chUd in the
following order;
1. The interviewer gave children a photograph of an RC who had
a clearly defined occupation within his television role (e.g.,
John Gage, the paramedic), then asked the child to respond to
the following question; "This person gets a paycheck every
week. He gets money for what he does. What does he get paid
for?"
2. The interviewer gave children a photograph of the Fonz
(played by Henry Winkler) and asked children to respond to the
following question; "At the beginninng of some shows, like
Happy Days
,
the words on the screen say, ’Starring Henry
Winkler as the Fonz.' What does that mean, 'Starring Henry
Winkler as the Fonz'?"
3. The interviewer gave children a picture of a UC (who would
clearly have a different life off-screen) and asked the follow-
ing question; "Tell me a place where this man might go after
the program is over. Would he be the same or different there
than he is on the program?"
4. The interviewer gave children a photograph of an RC (e.g.,
Tom Bradford, played by Dick Van Patten), and asked the
following question; "What does it mean to be an actor? What
does it mean when someone says he’s an actor?"
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Procedure (Spontaneous Actor Knowledge)
. Eaeh child's entire interview
was reviewed to locate spontaneous comments indicating that he was applying
Actor Knowledge spontaneously prior to the interviewer's introduction of the
issue. The foUowing comments were regarded as evidence of that knowledge
applied:
1. References to photographs by actor rather than character
name, e.g., "That’s Robin Williams," rather than "That's Mork."
2. References to characters being on shows or to characters as
being movie stars.
3. Requests by children to the interviewer to clarify which frame
of reference they should take in describing people (e.g., "Do
you mean in real life or on the T.V.?").
Scoring. Each of the four Actor Knowledge questions was scored either 1,
2, or 3, depending on the quality of response. A response was scored 1 when
there was no understanding, e.g., "1 don't know," or when the response involved a
major misconception, e.g., "Superman is the same at home, but he'd take off his
cape." A response was scored 2 when it revealed partial understanding of the
character-actor distinction, e.g., "Superman would be different after the show;
he'd probably sit and watch T.V." A response was scored 3 when it revealed a
full understanding of the character-actor distinction, e.g., "Of course he's
different after the show. He's like normal — he can't really do any of those
things like flying or bending steel." Across the four questions designed to solicit
Actor Knowledge, a particular child's score could range from 4 to 12.
In the pretest and in each of the three previous tasks, children had
opportunities to apply Actor Knowledge. For each task as weU as the pretest, a
score of 0 to 2 was assigned, where 0 indicated no actor reference, 1 indicated
an implicit reference, and 2 indicated an explicit reference. Thus, a Spontaneous
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Actor Knowledge Score was calculated for eaeh child (scores could range from 0
to 8). The criteria used in seoring are listed by task below. Due to their highly
specific nature, one judge scored the transcripts for evidence of Spontaneous
Actor Knowledge:
Familiarity Pretest
0 no reference to photographs by actor names
1 does not apply to this task
2 at least one reference to a television character by his actor
name
Task I
0 no reference to television characters as "on shows" or as
having special status beyond the character role, e.g., being
"stars" or actors
1 at least one reference to characters appearing within a
television context, e.g., "On their shows, they're supposed to
be funny."
2 at least one reference to characters' status beyond the charac-
ters' roles, e.g., being "stars" or actors
Task II
0 no reference to the character's attributes as being within the
context of television, or to their attributes outside the charac-
ter role
1 at least one reference to the television context, e.g., "On the
show he can lift a truck with his bare hands."
2 at least one reference to both on-show and off-show attributes,
e.g., "On the show he can lift a truck with his hands, but he
really can't."
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Task III
0 no reference to the model as appearing within a television
context or to their status beyond the character role
1 at least one reference to the television context, e.g., "I’d like
to be John Gage, because on the show he gets to work on fire
trucks."
2 at least one reference to the model’s status beyond the
character role, e.g., ’Td like to be John Gage, ’cause then I’d
be a movie star."
Interrater reliability
. Due to the need to interpret the quality of response
to the four character-actor knowledge questions, two judges scored a subset of
the data. OveraU Interrater Reliability on 39% of the interviews was 88%. The
remaining protocols were scored by one judge.
Expectations (or selected hypotheses)
. The general developmental expec-
tations concerning the acquisition and application of Actor Knowledge were
relatively straightforward. Older children but not younger children should have
and apply this dual perspective about the people on television. This is consistent
with the findings of other research; that young children stay within the frame of
reference of television in evaluating its credibility (Dorr et al., 1980; Morison,
McCarthy, Gardner, 1979), and that even when younger children have some
intuitive knowledge of the pretend nature of portrayals, they are not likely to
apply it. Rather, it is older children who apply this knowledge spontaneously as a
component of their generally increasing fantasy-reality awareness. The two
hypotheses reflecting these expectations are as follows:
Boys’ Actor Knowledge will increase significantly with age,
as they gain access to more information about television
and its people.
With age, boys are more likely to apply Actor Knowledge in
the course of the interview, i.e., less likely to consider
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television models solely within the context of their charac-
ter roles.
Finally, as noted, fantasy involvements are characterized by "a willing
suspension of disbelief.” Thus, children who have Actor Knowledge may not
apply it. It may be nonsalient and therefore not mentioned in the course of the
interview. This possibility is consistent with at least some fantasy-reality
studies, where children's fantasy-reality awareness was more evident when
investigators explicitly asked them to show their degree of awareness (Morison
and Gardner, 1978). Thus, the expectation is that no one-to-one correspondence
between having Actor Knowledge and applying it will be evident, and the related
hypothesis is as follows;
Across age groups, there will be only moderate correlations
between having knowledge about actors and applying it in
the course of the interview, i.e., between Actor Knowledge
Scores and Spontaneous Actor Knowledge Scores.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Conceptions (Tasks I and n)
Spontaneous Similarity Judgments (Task I).
The purposes of this task were to present boys with relatively unstruc-
tured opportunities both to pair models of varying reality status and to provide
reasons why pairs of people "go together best." The pairs boys selected provided
a nonverbal index of the use of reality status as a basis for determining
similarities between models. The Realism Pairs Scores could vary from 0 to 12,
and were examined as separate 0 to 3 scores for each character-type.
The reasons boys gave to explain their selections were organized depend-
ing on both the content and structure of the responses. An examination of the
features of different models which seemed salient to boys was of particular
interest. Both Realism Pairs Scores and Pairs reasons results are presented
below.
Realism Pairs Scores . A two-way repeated measures ANOVA (age group
is the between-subjects factor and character-type is the within-subjects factor)
was performed on the number of correct pairs. The results revealed a significant
character-type main effect (F (3,201) = 24.64; p <.001) and a significant inter-
action between the two factors, age group x character-type (F (3,201) = 2.17;
4
p = .047), but no significant main effect for age.
Post hoc Newman-Keuls tests were performed to further examine signifi-
cant effects. Results of these analyses are presented in Table 3.1, and discussed
by variable below.
4 AU F-tables are listed in Appendix I.
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Table 3.1
Realism Pairs Scores*
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Age Groups
' Overall
Character-type
' Row
Young Middle Older ' Mean
UCs 2.29® 2.36® 2.46® 2.37®*
MRCs 1.48^ 1.92®^ 1.67^
1
1.69^^
RCs 1.62^ 1.06® 1.04® 1 1.24®
RPs 1.95®^ 2.44® 2.23® ' 2.21^
Overall Column Mean 1.83 1.95 1.85
1
N 21 25 24 1
I
* Percentages are rounded off to one decimal place.
** Means with different superscripts differ from each other at p^ .05.
Age variable. There was no significant main effect for age in the number
of correct pairs boys selected. It has been hypothesized that, overall, Pairs
Scores would increase as a functicMi of age. Thus the following hypothesis is
disconfirmed;
Overall Pairs Scores will increase significantly with age,
reflecting the development of fantasy-reality awareness.
Character-type effect. Using post hoc Newman-Keuls tests to further
examine the significant main effect found for character-type on the number of
correct pairs, the following order of character-types was revealed: RCs-^
MRCs ^ RPs, UCs. These results, with age collapsed, indicated that both
extremes of the fantasy-reality continuum (UCs and RPs) were the models
elementary school-aged boys most often correctly paired (i.e., selected within
category pairs). However, a slightly modified perspective emerged when
considering the significant character-type x age group interaction effect,
where
there was inconsistency across age in the boys correct pairings
of RCs.
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Character-type x age group interaction effect. Within each age group,
Newman-Keuls post hoc tests were performed on the four character-types.
Results showed that:
1. For the older group boys, the ordering of character types was
as foUows: RCs <MRCs <;RPs, UCs. This ordering was
identical to that of the main effect for character-type.
2. For the middle group boys, the ordering of character types was
as follows: RCs<MRCs, UCs, RPs. For this group, only
Realistic Characters were paired correctly significantly less
often than the other character-types.
3. For the younger group boys, the ordering of character-types
was as follows: MRCs, RCs < UCs, whUe RPs did not differ
significantly from any other character-type. The ordering for
the younger group diverged from that of the main effect. No
differences between (MRCs versus RPs) and (RPs versus all
others) were results found only for this age group.
For each character-type, post hoc Newman-Keuls tests were performed
on the number of correct pairs across age groups to further examine the
significant interaction effect. Results showed that:
1. For UCs, MRCs, and RPs, there were no significant differ-
ences between age groups. These results partially confirmed
H
2 ,
an expectation based on the obvious physical uniqueness of
UCs, and the obvious non-televised nature of RPs, and a
prediction that these features would be equally evident to all
elementary school-aged boys:
H
2
: The Pairs Scores for UCs and RPs will not differ
significantly between the three age groups.
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2. For RCs, the ordering of age groups was as foUows: middle,
older < younger. Thus, younger group boys correctly paired
RCs more often than boys in the other two age groups. Middle
and older group boys tended to pair an RC with a model of
another character-type, thus selecting an incorrect pair. Indi-
vidual RCs (such as Tom Bradford of ’’Eight Is Enough” and
John Gage of ’’Emergency”) were seen as ’’going together best”
with each other less often with age.
Pairs reasons. The statements boys provided to explain their selections of
pairs of models were categorized as involving either Trait-Related, Status,
Relationship to Subject, or Uncodable reasons. They were further divided into
subcategories more specifically describing the content of the reasons (see
Table 2.2 for complete category system and examples of responses). While the
complete distribution of boys’ reasons in all categories and subcategories is listed
in Appendix II, the reporting of results is limited to salient features. Salient
features were defined as content subcategories which contained at least 10% of
all reasons given by an age group in the correct pairings for a character-type.
They are shown in Table 3.2.
Salient features for correct pairs. UCs were most often paired correctly
by boys in each age group. The following salient features of UCs were cited:
1. For the younger group boys. Special Powers (23.4%), Adven-
ture (17.2%), Strength (15.6%), and Neutral Description
(15.6%) were prominent Trait-Related reasons which they
provided to justify pairing UCs. Generic Status (e.g., ’’they’re
both superheroes”) constituted another 18.8% of their reasons.
2. For the middle group boys. Strength (40.0%) and Special
Powers (26.3%) were the only two salient features.
Salient
Features
for
Correct
Pairs
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3. For the older group boys, Strength (42.0%) and Special Powers
(27.7%) were again salient features.
With age then, boys offered an increasingly unified set of reasons when correctly
pairing UCs.
RPs were also often correctly paired by boys in each age group. The
following salient features of RPs were cited:
1. For the younger group boys. Occupational Status (44.4%) and
Neutral Description (28.9%) were salient features of RPs.
2. For the middle group boys. Neutral Description (15.9%) and
Occupational Status (68.3%) again were prominent, while Help
(11.1%) was also a salient feature of RPs.
3. For the older group boys. Occupational Status (67.9%) and
Help (21.4%) continued to be salient features, while use of
Neutral Description as a reason was no longer prominent.
While the salient features of RPs were different from those of
UCs, only a few features were salient for both character-
types, and there was little developmental change in the
content of reasons which boys used when correctly pairing RPs
and UCs.
In the boys’ correct pairings of MRCs, a wide range of salient features
were cited;
1. For the younger group boys. Humor (31.3%), Neutral Descrip-
tion (21.9%), and Special Powers (12.5%) were prominent
Trait-Related reasons, and Media Status (15.6%) was also a
salient feature of MRCs.
2. For the middle group boys, these same salient features were
cited (Humor 32.7%, Special Powers 12.7%, Neutral Descrip-
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tion 12.7%, Media Status 23.6%). In addition, middle group
boys noted MRCs Social Competence (12.7%) in the reasons
they provided.
3. For the older group boys. Special Powers (28.0%), Humor
(18.0%), and Media Status (36.0%) continued to be prominent,
while Neutral Description and Social Competence were not
salient features of MRCs. Media Status was not only used
more frec^uently with age, but older boys’ reasons were more
sophisticated. While some younger group boys paired MRCs
because they have shows," the older group boys’ sophistication
was typified by one sixth grader’s reason; "because their
shows are made by the same producer."
In the boys’ correct pairings of RCs, the following salient features were
cited;
1. For the younger group boys. Neutral Description (28.2%) and
Humor (10.3%) were salient Trait-Related features. Generic
Status (e.g., "beir^ normal people") was a salient feature
(17.9%), as was Occupational Status (12.8%).
2. For the middle group boys. Neutral Description (33.3%) and
Humor (13.3%) continued to be prominent Trait-Related rea-
sons for pairing RCs. In contrast to the younger group boys.
Media Status (20.0%) was salient, while Generic and Occupa-
tional Status were not. In other words, middle group boys
noted their status on television (e.g., "having shows"), while
younger boys chose to talk about the kind of people RCs were,
e.g., "they’re not superheroes" (Generic Status), or their job
status in a global sense, e.g., "they both work" (Occupational
Status).
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3. For the older group boys, Neutral Description (22.2%) and
Humor (14.8%) were again salient features. In addition, both
Media Status (29.6%) and Occupational Status (14.8%) were
salient, whUe Generic Status was not. Older group boys, then,
discussed their televised nature (Media Status) as well as jobs
held within their character roles.
A comparison between the reasons boys provided for each character-type
allowed for an examination of the foUowing hypothesis concerning the possibly
Stereotyped nature of the fantastic UCs:
Hg: Reasons for pairs with UCs will have the least varied set of
criteria (compared to MRCs, RCs, and RPs) when reasons
are examined with age collapsed, and the reasons will be
primarily based on physical criteria.
Results previously detailed suggested partial confirmation of the above hypo-
thesis. Results suggested that both UCs and RPs have limited sets of salient
features when compared to MRCs and RCs. For example, two Trait-Related
subcategories (Strength and Special Powers) constituted over 65% of middle and
older group boys' reasons for correctly pairing UCs. Similarly, Occupational
Status and Help constituted over 75% of middle and older group boys' reasons for
pairing RPs. In contrast, fw MRCs and RCs, no two content subcategories
contained such a large proportion of boys' responses.
Furthermore, the salient features noted by every age group for UCs (e.g..
Strength, Special Powers) indeed seemed to be physical in nature. At the same
time, the salient features of RPs (Occupational Status, Help) also seemed rooted
in physical activities related to their jobs and their real-world nature (e.g.,
"They both work for schools."). In contrast, at least some of the salient qualities
for MRCs (such as Social Competence and Humor) and for RCs (such as Generic
Status) had a somewhat less overtly physical basis.
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Since a relatively distinct set of salient features was evident for each
character-type, it is clear that even younger group boys often had a varied set of
reasons used to compare models over the task as a whole. And while Trait-
Related reasons composed the majority of reasons used by boys in each age group
(63% fcx* younger boys, 74% for middle boys, 68% for older boys), over 20% of
the reasons used by each age group referred to Status, a category or criteria
rarely found in either person perception or television character studies. Thus, a
surprising range of features were accessible to elementary school-aged boys
when they discussed television and real-world models.
While younger boys did give a variety of reasons to explain their pairings,
it had been expected that there would be developmental change both in the
content and structure of boys' responses. This expectation was stated in the
following hypothesis;
Younger boys' reasons for pairs will refer primarily to
physical aspects of models, whereas older boys will use
significantly more behavioral and psychological reasons to
explain their selections.
While the category system devised for the Pairs reasons did not allow for a strict
testing of it, the distribution of Trait-Related reasons suggested the confirma-
tion of this hypothesis. First, in terms of the content of all reasons for correct
pairs across character-types, younger boys frequently cited Special Powers
(12%), Neutral Description (26%), and Strength (8%) as reasons for pairs. Help
and Adventure, which often elicited more extensive descriptions of behavior,
were reasons used increasingly with age. Social Competence, the most physical
of the Trait-Related reasons, was almost never used by younger group boys (2
instances), and was used more frequently by middle and older group boys (36
instances).
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Second, the structure (or organization) of boys' responses changed with
age in ways which further support the confirmation of this hypothesis. The use
of surface features (which are by definition physical, such as "looking funny" or
"having muscles") decreased with age (younger boys 30%, middle group boys 13%,
older group boys 4%). The use of derived features (which often indicate
social/psychological attitudes (such as being "cool" or "helpful") became more
prominent by third grade (younger group boys 18%, middle group boys 40%, older
group boys 40%).
Two final hypotheses concerning boys' reasons addressed the expectation
that fantasy-reality discriminations would be more evident with age:
Compared to younger group boys, the middle and older group
boys will use significantly more reasons based on awareness
of reality status.
Hgt Boys will give more reasons based on reality status for
correct pairs than for incorrect pairs.
Again, the strict testing of these hypotheses was impossible, primarily since boys
were not explicit concerning fantasy-reality discriminations. For example, boys
would describe UCs as "strong," "very strong," or even "super strong," without
explicitly stating that a superhero's strength was fantastic and impossible.
Rather, UCs' fantastic degree of strength seemed either not salient or unnecces-
sary to communicate to the adult interviewer. The one Trait-Related subcate-
gory which showed explicit fantasy-reality awareness (Generic Status) was in
fact used most frequently by younger group boys.
These results indicate that the developmental hypothesis, H^, was discon-
firmed by results of the present study. With respect to Hg, however. Generic
Status was used more frequently in this task for correct pairs (36 instances) than
for incorrect pairs (15 instances), suggesting that pairing models correctly did
cue children to discuss fantasy-reality criteria.
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Spontaneous Similarity Judgments summary
. This first task provided boys
with relatively unstructured opportunities to select pairs of people that "go
together best" and to provide reasons for their selections. The Pairs Scores
provided a nonverbal means of assessing the prominence of reality status as a
basis for pairing models. The reasons given by boys provided a means of
determining the salient features of UCs, MRCs, RCs, and RPs, and of identifying
developmental trends in the content and structure of boys’ statements.
Results indicated few developmental differences in the number of correct
pairs. Overall Pairs Scores did not differ significantly between age groups, and
only the Pairs Scores for RCs differed between age groups. The younger group
boys paired RCs correctly more often than middle and older group boys.
However, the Pairs Scores of the subjects indicated the strong influence
of character-type on their selections. For each age group, UCs and RPs were
most frequently paired correctly. These two character-types, those within both
extremes of the fantasy-reality continuum, seem to stand out as distinct from
other models for elementary school-aged boys.
The reasons boys provided for correctly pairing UCs and RPs shed light on
why these character-types go together best for boys in each age group. UCs’
Strength and Special Powers were salient features of UCs noted by boys in each
age group. These two physical features, accessible to even younger boys,
became even more prominently used by middle and older group boys. The
extensive use of these features by all age groups suggest that boys of different
ages share a relatively similar view of UCs. In other words, due to their unusual
physical abilities and actions, they are somewhat stereotyped or, as expressed by
Reeves (1979), ’’behavior bound.”
RPs’ physical appearance (Neutral Description), their occupations (Occu-
pational Status) and related behavior (Helping) were salient features evident in
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boys' reasons. While reasons based in physical appearance (Neutral Description)
decreased with age, Help and Occupational Status became even more prominent,
constituting over 75% of the reasons given by both middle and older group boys!
As with UCs, a stereotype of sorts appeared in boys' reasons for pairing the RPs
used in this study. Here it was based on Occupational Status and behaviors
related to these jobs. WhUe one might logicaUy expect more salient features of
models to be evident to older children, the opposite trend was indicated for both
UCs and RPs. Their few salient features were noted more consistently by middle
and older group boys than by younger group boys.
In contrast to the UCs and RPs, both MRCs and RCs were characterized
by a more diverse set of salient features. And while there was little
developmental change in salient features of UCs and RPs, some features of RCs
and MRCs were prominent for all age groups, while others were prominent for
particular age groups. In short, while the models at the extremes of the fantasy-
reality continuum have stereotyped salient features which are accessible to even
younger group boys, MRCs and RCs are less stereotyped, and different aspects of
these personae are accessible to boys of different ages.
The reasons for pairs also indicated that different types of models have
fairly distinct sets of salient features when compared to one another. Thus,
Humor characterized RCs and MRCs, but not UCs; Special Powers characterized
UCs and MRCs, but not RCs or RPs. Other salient features were prominent for
only one type of model; for example. Strength characterized only UCs; Social
Competence characterized only MRCs; Helping characterized only RPs. These
varied reasons for pairs also suggest that the subjects, including those in the
younger group, have a repertoire of impressions about different types of people,
and can discuss aspects of their appearance, their behaviors, and their status.
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However, there are ways in which boys' spontaneous judgments about
models were limited, and ways in which older boys evidenced greater sophistica-
tion. Reasons cited by younger children were often based on physical criteria
and on relatively straightforward behavior (from UCs' flying to RPs’ job tasks).
In contrast, less obvious features, like Social Competence, were evident to third
graders. And whUe younger boys generously employed surface features (looking
a certain way) as a form of response, middle and older group boys showed an
abUity to summatively describe multiple behaviors in the form of a derived trait
(e.g., "helpful," "strong," or "cool").
Finally, this task presented boys with relatively unstructured opportuni-
ties to display their fantasy-reality awareness. And whUe the fantasy status of
UCs and the real-world status of RPs seemed to lead boys to pair them
correctly, boys did not often explicitly describe models in terms of reality
status. Results here suggest that reality status, per se, is not a particularly
compelling feature to elementary school-aged boys. However those features
which make UCs and MRCs unique in reality status (such as Special Powers,
Strength, and Social Competence) were commonly noted in boys' discussions of
them.
Forced Choice Judgments (Task II) .
The purposes of this task were to solicit attribute profiles of UCs, RCs,
and RPs from the subjects, and to provide an age-appropriate means of assessing
children’s ability to distinguish between models of different reality status. Each
boy answered a total of 34 questions about a UC, an RC, and an RP. Twenty-
five of these items were scored (as 1 when a realistic phrase was selected, e.g.,
"can't live forever," and as 0 when an unrealistic phrase was selected, e.g., "can
live forever"). These items were then analyzed as £in overall Realism Score, and
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as Realism subscores for the foUowing attribute type subcategories: Interactions
with Others, FeeUngs, Expressed Emotions, Nonhuman Physical Qualities, Con-
struction, Invulnerability, Physical Needs, and Physical Qualities. The remaining
nine items did not refer to models' realism, and results are presented as
Descriptive Items.
Realism Scores
. A three-way repeated measures ANOVA (age group is
the between-subjects factor and character-type and attribute-type are within-
subjects factors) was performed on the Realism Scores. The results revealed
significant main effects for character-type (F (2,134) = 104.71; p< .001), for age
groups (F (2,467)= 21.63; p< .001), and for attribute-type (F (7,469)= 76.12;
p-^.OOl), as well as significant interactions between character-type x attribute-
type (F (14,938)= 13.15; p< .001), and between age group x attribute-type
(F (14,469) = 7.59; p< .001).
Character-type effect. Both the character-type and age group effects for
overall Realism Scores (computed as percentages) were further examined using
post hoc Newman-Keuls tests. The results of these comparisons, shown in
Table 3.3, revealed the following ordering of character-types on the Realism
Scores: UCs RPs, RCs. These results indicated that elementary school-aged
boys believed UCs to be less realistic than both RPs and RCs, and confirm H,^:
Within all three age groups, UCs will be described as less
realistic than RCs and RPs, while RCs and RPs wiU not
differ significantly in terms of their overall Realism Scores.
They showed that even young children distinguished models who violate physical
reality (e.g., by flying) from those who did not. These results, based on specific
questions and a forced choice method, contradict the common assumption that
young children lack fantasy-reality awareness. In addition, RCs and RPs did not
differ significantly in terms of overall realism. This predicted finding supports
Table 3.3
Realism Scores*
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Age Groups
1 Overall
Character-type Young Middle Older
1
1
Column
Means
RCs 81.2 90.9 93.1
1
1
88. 4®**
RPs 76.9 87.1 92.5
I
1
85.5®
UCs 56.1 71.6 1
Overall Row Means 71. 4^^ 83.2® 00
1
1
N 21 25 24
1
1
* Percentages are rounded off to one decimal place.
** Means with different superscripts differ from each other at p ^.01.
the general findings of perceived realism studies: that differences between
television's ordinary people (RCs) and those of the real world (RPs) are subtle for
children.
Age effect. Post hoc Newman-Keuls tests were conducted to further
examine the significant age effect. Results revealed the following ordering of
age groups on the overall Realism Scores: young < middle, older. Thus, the
younger group boys' views of models were different than those of middle and
older group boys. Boys in the two older groups described UCs, RCs, and RPs as
more realistic them did boys in the younger group, confirming Hg:
Hg: With age, each type of model will be described as more
realistic, i.e.. Realism Scores for UCs, RCs, and RPs will
increase significantly.
In other words, more common realistic attributes applied to all models for
middle and older group boys than for younger group boys. This expected
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developmental phenomena was predicted to be greatest for UCs, as suggested in
the following hypothesis;
Hg: The young group’s Realism Scores for UCs will be signifi-
cantly lower than the middle and older groups’ Realism
Scores for UCs, due to an overextension or conflation of
unrealistic physical qualities with other types of attributes.
As seen in the confirmation of Hg, significant increases in overall Realism
Scores with age occurred for not only UCs, but for RCs and RPs as well. The
increase between younger and middle group boys for UCs was the most dramatic
(UCs 15.5%, RPs 10.2%, RCs 9.7%), yet the age group x character-type x
attribute-type interaction effect only approached statistical significance
(F (28,938) = 1.372; p = .098). Thus, while the increases noted were not specific
to UCs, the predicted conflation phenomena should be further addressed by
considering the results for Realism subscores (for particular attribute-types) in
the more fine-grained analyses reported below.
Attribute-type effect. Post hoc Newman-Keuls tests were performed to
further examine the significant attribute type effect and the two significant
interaction effects (character-type x attribute-type and age group x attribute-
type). Results of these tests further examining the attribute-type main effect
are shown in the Row Margins of Table 3.4. The results revealed the following
order of attribute types on Realism subscores; Interactions with Others
Expressed Emotions < Feelings < Invulnerability, Nonhuman Physical Quali-
ties < Construction, Physical Needs, Physical Qualities. Thus, collapsed across
age and character-type, these results suggested that boys believe models to be
more realistic in physical than in emotional and social attributes.
However, these results should be considered with caution initially, since
almost aU of the lowest scoring attributes questions contained two zero choices
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Attribute-Type
Physical Qualities
Physical Needs
Construction
Nonhuman Physical
Qualities
Invulnerability
Feelings
Expressed
Emotions
Interactions
with Others
Overall Column Means
Table 3.4
Realism Subscores*
Age Group
Young: Middle
9.3® 9.9®
8.8*^ 9.5®^
9.1®^ 9.6®^
8.3^® 8.6®
7.6® 8.8*^
5.8^ 8.5®
5.4^ 7.6®
4.6^ 5.5®
7.4^ 8.5^
I
Older
1
1
1
Overall
Row
Means
9;8® 1 9.6a**
9.4®^
1
1
9.2®
9.0®
1
1
9.2®
8 .
8®^® 1
1
8.6^
9.1®^
1
1
8.5^
9.4®
1
1
7.9®
8.8® 7.3^^
6.6^
1
1
5.6®
8.9S I
Subscores are scaled to 10 and rounded to one decimal place.
Subscores with different superscripts differ from each other at p - .05
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("always" or "never"), so that chance levels are difficult to determine, and a
ehUd responding at random would achieve a lower score on Interactions with
Others. Expressed Emotions, and Feelings than on other attribute-types. In fact,
though, the actual distributions on these items suggest that chQdren were not
responding at random. For nine of these ten questions, over 90% of the subjects
chose the same unrealistic phrase, generally characterizing models positively
(e.g.. as "never feeling bad" or "always helping people"). The only split between
zero poles occurred for the item 'Is laughing something that X would do
sometimes, or never, or always?". Here 16 responses indicated that a model
never laughed, and 13 indicated that a model always laughed, a reasonable split
considering the inclusion of characters from situation comedies (e.g.. Tom
Bradford) and adventure dramas (e.g.. Superman). Thus, the generaUy lower
Realism subscores for nonphysical attributes appeared not to be an artifact of
random unrealistic (zero) responses.
Age-group x attribute-type interaction effect. This effect suggested that
boys evaluated the level of realism for various attribute-types differently as a
function of age. Newman-Keuls tests were conducted within each age group in
order to examine the significant interaction between age group x attribute-type.
As indicated in the body of Table 3.4, the results showed that;
1. For the younger group boys, the order was fairly similar to
that of the attribute-type main effect, yet the Realism
subscores of each attribute-type were almost always lower
here than for any other age group. Feelings and Expressed
Emotions were particularly low. In contrast, younger boys
were similar to the other two groups in judging physical
attributes of models (in general) to be fairly realistic.
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2. For the middle group boys, a similar ordering to the younger
group occurred, yet higher Realism subscores for nonphysical
attributes appeared to be evident at this age. Anecdotally, it
was not unusual for third grade boys to make general com-
ments concerning all models’ range of emotion expression,
e.g., "everyone feels bad sometimes," or "everyone cries once
in a while, if something really bad happens."
3. For the older group boys, the ordering of attribute-types was
as follows; Interactions with Others ^ all other attribute-
types. By sixth grade, models were seen as equally realistic in
physical and emotional attributes, yet their interactions with
others were still characterized as unrealistically positive. For
example, even some sixth graders described models as "always
helping people."
Analogous tests were conducted for each attribute-type across age groups
to further examine the significant age group x attribute-type interaction.
Results showed that:
1. For the attribute-types Physical Qualities, Physical Needs,
Construction, and Nonhuman Physical Qualities, there were no
significant pair-wise differences between age groups. These
results further suggested that boys in all age groups assessed
physical eispects of models similarly.
2. For Invulnerability, tests revealed the following ordering of
age groups on the Realism subscores: young C. middle, older.
3. For Feelings, Expressed Emotions, and Interactions with
Others, there was a common ordering of age groups:
younger < middle < older. These results suggested a gradual
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age-related change toward evaluating models' nonphysical
attributes as realistic.
I
Character-type x attribute-type interaction effect. This effect suggested
that boys evaluated the level of realism for various attribute-types differently,
depending on the model in question. Analyses provide an opportunity to detail
the more specific ways in which UCs, RCs, and RPs differed from one another.
Post hoc Newman-Keuls tests were conducted for each character-type to
examine the significant interaction effect. As indicated in Table 3.5, the results
showed that:
1. For RCs, the ordering of attribute-types was as follows;
Interactions with Others < Expressed Emotions, Feelings <
Invulnerability, Nonhuman Physical Qualities, Construction,
Physical Needs, Physical Qualities. This ordering of attribute-
types suggested that these relatively ordinary television
models were seen as having a realistic set of physical abilities
and vulnerabilities, and a less realistic set of nonphysical
attributes.
2. For RPs, the ordering of attribute-types was as follows: Inter-
actions with Others < Expressed Emotions < Feelings <
Invulnerability, Nonhuman Physical Qualities, Physical Needs,
Construction, and Physical Qualities. While this ordering was
similar to the ordering of attribute types for RCs, RPs were
seen as less realistic in Expressed Emotions than in Feelings.
3. For UCs, the ordering of attribute-types was as follows;
Interactions with Others ^ Nonhuman Physical Qualities,
Expressed Emotions, Invulnerability, Feelings Construction,
Physical Needs Physical Qualities. As one might expect.
Table 3.5
Realism Subscores
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Attribute-Type UCs
Physical Qualities 9.1^*
Physical Needs 00
• o
o
Construction 8.0®
Nonhuman Physical
Qualities 6.0^
Invulnerability 6.5^®
Feelings 6.7^®
Expressed
Emotions 6.4®
Interactions
with Others 5.4^
Overall Column Means 7.0^
Character Type
RPs RCs
' Overall
• Row
' Means
9 . 9
^
9 . 9
®
1
' 9 . 6
®
1
9 . 8
®
9 . 9
®
' 9 . 2
®
1
9 . 8
®
9 . 9
®
' 9 . 2
®
1
9 . 8
®^
9 . 9
®^
1
8 . 6
^
9 . 4
®*^
9 . 6
®^
1 8 . 5
^
8 . 7
®
8 . 4
®
1
7 . 9
®
7 . 4
^
8 . 1
®
1
i 7 . 3
^
1
5 . 2
^
6 . 1
®
1 5 . 6
®
h
8 . 7^ 9 . 0^ '
I
* Means with different superscripts differ from each other at p^ .05.
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UCs were accorded less realism than other models in many
physical areas, but even for nonphysical attribute-types, UCs
received the lowest Realism subscores.
Analogous tests were conducted for each attribute-type across character-
types to further examine the significant character-type x attribute-type inter-
acticMi. Results showed that:
1. For the attribute-types Physical Qualities, Physical Needs,
Construction, Nonhuman Physical Qualities, InvulnerabUity,
and Feelings, there was the following common ordering of
character-types: UCs < RPs, RCs. These results suggested
that elementary school-aged boys were aware of differences
between UCs and others in a variety of physical attributes, but
also attributed a less realistic set of Feelings to UCs.
2. For the attribute type Expressed Emotions, the ordering of
character-types was as follows: UCs RPs < RCs.
3. For the attribute-type Interactions with Others, the ordering
of character-types was as follows: UCs, RPs < RCs.
These results indicated some surprising differences that children noted
between different types of models. First, UCs were viewed by boys as less
realistic than RCs and RPs in Feelings and Expressed Emotions, though boys of
different ages may have made this judgment for different reasons. Younger
children's spontaneous remarks in the course of the task suggested a conflation
or "halo" effect, whereby unusual physical abilities produced corresponding
psychological strengths. Thus, a UC was always happy because "he could fly," or
never cried "because he's so strong."
Older boys did not make such remarks, yet it seems Likely that UCs
emotional stoicism may become evident to the more psychologically-attuned
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older viewer. Put differently, older boys may eventually believe these charac-
ters to be stereotyped not only as physicaUy unrealistic, but as restricted in
emotional attributes as well.
Second, the differences between RPs and RCs in Expressed Emotions and
Interaction with Others were also noteworthy. In Interactions with Others, boys
described RPs as more positive and helpful in their dealings with others than
RCs. In Expressed Emotions, RPs were seen as more stoic than RCs in their
range of emotional expression. In speculating about the subjects' relatively one-
sided view of RPs versus their more well-rounded view of RCs, one explanation
is a reticence to talk freely about their "betters" in school. On the other hand, it
also is possible that children discern a better mix of positive and negative
interactions and emotions in neatly packaged television dramas than in their
role-defined relationships with school personnel. In either case, the difficulty
boys experienced in characterizing RPs was well expressed by one third grade
boy describing a school custodian: "It's harder for him than Superman, 'cause I
don't watch him."
Descriptive Items . Beyond the 25 items which constituted the Realism
Score, each child answered 9 Descriptive Items to describe a UC, an RC, and an
RP. As noted in the Methodology, these results further characterize UCs, RCs,
and RPs, and are reported as percentages here.
For Preferences, boys in all age groups were uniformly positive in
describing all three character-types. For example, over 90% of the subjects in
each age group believed that UCs, RCs, and RPs liked people, over 80% believed
that aU character-types liked animals, and over 75% believed that they liked
parties.
For Mental and Personality Traits, the great majority of all subjects also
believed that models were smart rather than dumb (UCs 98.6%, RPs 97.1%, RCs
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94.3%). In contrast, there appeared to be age-related differences in whether
boys beUeved various models to be funny, and results were as foUows:
1. For RCs, 42.9% of younger group boys, 48.0% of middle group
boys, and 58.3% of older group boys characterized them as
funny.
2. For UCs, the age trend appeared to be greater. While only
23.8% of younger group boys and 20.0% of middle group boys
characterized these superheroes as funny, 50.0% of older
group boys did so. It seems likely that some older group boys
may have regarded these impossible models as "camp," while
boys in the other age groups may have regarded them more
seriously.
3. For RPs, the age trend was also substantial. While 38.1% of
younger group boys and 32.0% of middle group boys believed
RPs to be funny, 62.5% of older group boys did so. While other
researchers have suggested that children of different ages
distinguished between television characters on the basis of
humor (Reeves and Greenberg, 1977; Reeves and Lometti,
1979), the present results indicated a general developmental
trend toward viewing both television and real-world models as
funny.
Interactions with Subject consisted of four questions designed to probe the
links which boys saw between models and their own lives. Since the age and
character-type trends evident in boys’ responses varied between items, each item
is discussed separately.
In responding to the item "Can X be your friend?", over 85% of boys in
each age group responded positively, whether the "friends" in question were UCs,
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RCs, or RPs. For the item "Can X helo vou’" tho • •A n ip y .
,
the great majority of boys in each
age group responded positively for RPs (over 90%). WhUe over 75% of boys in
each age group also responded positively for UCs and RCs, there were opposite
trends as a funetion of age. For RCs, older boys were inereasingly likely to
respond that they can help you (76.2% of younger group boys, 88.0% of middle
group boys, 95.8% of older group boys). For UCs, younger boys responded
positively, but fewer middle and older group boys did so (95.2% of younger group
boys, 76.0% of middle group boys, 79.2% of older group boys).
WhUe the experimenter did not probe boys’ responses to determine the
bases for these judgments, it is tempting to posit that varied interpretations of
"helping" for boys of different ages may account for these opposing trends for
RCs and UCs. If helping carries a physical action-adventure connotation for
younger boys, then indeed UCs do help, while RCs are less able to do so.
Alternately, if helping extends beyond action-adventure for older children, then
RCs in their television occupations and family roles may be seen as more helpful
than the less believable and more dramatic UCs.
For the item "Can X hurt you?", a majority of boys in each age group
responded "yes" when judging RPs (61.9% of younger group boys, 56.0% of middle
group boys, and 79.2% of older group boys). In contrast, age trends were evident
for RCs and UCs. For RCs, 23.8% of younger group boys, 40.0% of middle group
boys, and 79.2% of older group boys responded "yes." This increase with age was
also evident for UCs, where only 19.0% of younger boys, but 68.0% of middle
group and 87.5% of older group boys responded "yes." Responses to these two
items (helping and hurting) provided further evidence that young children seem
taken with UCs and have a relatively positive view of them. While boys in the
middle and older groups believe that UCs can both help you and hurt you, the
large majority of younger group boys stated that while they can help you, they
cannot hurt you.
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The final item, "Can X walk down the street outside this school and be
seen by you?", also elicited age-related differences concerning boys' views of
television characters. While over 70% of older and middle group boys believed
this event to be possible for RCs, approximately one half of younger boys
believed this to be true for RCs, and only 38.1% of younger group boys believed
it to be true for UCs.
Forced Choice Judgments summary. This task solicited fairly extensive
attribute profiles of UCs, RCS, and RPS and thus complemented the salient
features of models solicited in the first Conception Task. This was accomplished
by asking boys to answer 34 forced choice questions about particular UCs, RCs,
and RPs. In addition, 25 of these questions constituted an overall Realism Score
which was analyzed to determine whether boys of different ages were aware of
differences in reality status between these three character-types. Further
analyses of Realism subscores were conducted to more specifically detail the
types of differences between models of which boys were aware.
Results of analyses on overall Realism Scores indicated that UCs were
believed to be less realistic than both RPs and RPs by boys in each age group.
Thus, even younger boys noted unrealistic aspects of superhero portrayals. In
fact, they even extended the lack of realism to include a positive, but unrealistic
set of emotional and social qualities for UCs. These results contradict the
common assumption that younger children make unclear fantasy-reality distinc-
tions. Here, younger group boys drew the line between UCs and other models
even more clearly than did older subjects. On the other hand, RCs and RPs did
not differ significantly in overall Realism Scores. Rather, the more subtle
differences between these two types of "ordinary" models were only evident in
the more fine grained examination of particular attribute-types.
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Additionally, results of the analyses on overall Realism Scores showed
that younger boys evaluated models as less realistic than do middle and older
group boys. Put differently, this significant age trend indicated that middle and
older group boys believed that a greater number of realistic attributes applied
commonly to all models.
Complementing these findings of age group and character-type effects, a
significant attribute-type effect was also further analyzed through post hoc
comparisons. The results suggested that the subjects believed that realistic
physical attributes (from anatomy to physical needs) were more typical of
models in general than were nonphysical attributes (such as their feelings,
emotions, and interactions with others). Furthermore, it was generally typical of
the subjects to describe models unrealistically in positive terms (e.g., "never
feeling," rather than "always feeling bad") when assessing their nonphysical
attributes.
However, significant age group x attribute-type, and character-type x
attribute-type interactions modified these more global findings, and suggested
some interesting nuances with respect to how boys of different ages evaluate
different types of models. For example, the age group x attribute-type
interacti(Mi effect showed that younger group boys' judgments of physical
attributes were relatively similar to those of middle and older group boys. On
the other hand, there was a gradual age-related tendency for boys to attribute
greater realism in nonphysical areas to models. By sixth grade, then, boys
accorded realistic emotions and feelings to at least some models.
With respect to the differences in attributes between models (significant
character-type x attribute-type effect), further analysis revealed that UCs were
less realistic than others in almost all types of attributes investigated here (with
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the one exception of Interactions with Others). Thus, their iack of reaiism
relative to others extended to even nonphysical attributes.
And while the differences between UCs and others were extensive, a few
interesting differences between RCs and RPs were found. Surprisingiy, televi-
sion's ordinary people (RCs) were accorded more realistic Interactions with
Others and Expressed Emotions than the people with whom chUdren interact on a
daUy basis (RPs). In Interactions with Others, boys described RPs as overly
positive and helpful in their dealings with others than RCs. In Expressed
Emotions, RPs were unrealistically more stoic than RCs. These findings
suggested that boys may discern a better mix of people's positive and negative
emotions and interactions in family and adventure dramas than in their more
role-defined "helping" relationships with school personnel. This interpretation
was supported by the similar level of Expressed Emotions and Feelings found for
RCs, whereas Expressed Emotions subscores were lower than Feelings subscores
for RPs.
The nine remaining questions were designated Descriptive Items, since
they did not contain unrealistic and realistic phrases within the question (e.g., to
be either funny or not funny are both realistic attributes of people). Responses
to the majority of these items indicated a positive evaluation of almost all
models by boys in each age group. For example, the large majority of boys
believed that UCs, RCs, and RPs liked people, friendly animals, and parties.
Almost unanimously, boys also described these predominantly adult models as
smart, and over 85% of aU boys believed that they "could be your friend."
In contrast to the consistency of boys' responses about all models in the
above questions, there were both age and character- type differences on other
items here. For example, in judging whether models "seemed funny or not funny"
to them, more older group boys (at least half) judged RCs, RPs, and UCs to be
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funny. Younger and middle group boys tended to see RCS as funny (almost half
did so), to see RPs as less funny than RCs, and to see UCs as the least humorous
models. Thus, as in Task I, humor characterized some models but not others.
Results of items under Relationship to Subject also varied for different
age groups and types of models. With age, boys were less likely to believe that
UCs can help you, and more likely to believe that RCs can, suggesting perhaps a
broader and less physical interpretation of "help" by older boys. Consistent with
younger boys’ positive views of UCs, this character-type was more likely to ’’help
you,” and least likely to ’’hurt you” than any other. With age, boys believed that
both types of these television models have the ability to do both, while RPS were
seen as able to both ’’help and hurt you” by a majority of boys in all age groups.
Finally, older boys were increasingly likely to believe that both UCs and RCs
could appear in real life, i.e., ’’walk down the street outside this school and be
seen by you,” while especially younger boys often denied this possibility. This
finding suggests, in a small way, that older boys have an awareness of the real
status of television models, i.e., as actors who can also appear in real-life
contexts. This interpretation of boys’ responses to this item should be explored
in the light of the Actor Knowledge Task results, to be reported later in this
chapter.
Identification (Task HI)
The purposes of the Identification Task were to determine the types of
involvement that children have with people of varying reality status, and to
determine the bases for these involvements evident in boys’ reasons. Two modes
of involvement were investigated: Fantasy Identification, determining the types
of people children of various ages ’’wish to be,” and a Realistic Identification,
determining the types of people children see as similar to themselves.
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Boys made four selections from the same eight photographs of familiar
models in each mode, and provided a reason for each selection. The first four
selecticffis in each mode received scores descending from 4 to 1, and photographs
not selected received scores of zero.
In addition, analyses which compared selections in the two modes were
conducted to determine whether chUdren selected the same or different models
in the two modes. The Difference Scores for peirticular characters could range
from +4 (i.e., a character is chosen first in the Fantasy mode and not chosen on
the Realistic mode) to -4 (i.e., a character is chosen first in the Realistic mode
and not chosen in the Fantasy mode). A boy’s Absolute Difference Score (which
could range from 0 to 20) then indicated whether the same models or different
models were seen as appropriate by him for Realistic and Fantasy Identifica-
tions.
Fantasy Selections .
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA (age group is the between-subjects
factor and character is the within-subjects factor) was performed on the mean
rankings of each of eight familiar models (two UCs, two MRCs, two RCs, and
two RPs). The results revealed a significant character effect (F (7,469) = 33.12;
p^ .001), and no significant age effect.
Character effect . Post hoc comparisons were performed on the Fantasy
rankings in order to examine the significant character effect. Scheffe post hoc
comparisons were used here, since this statistic has the advantage of testing
statistical significance between multiple comparisons, and can therefore address
the hypotheses of interest concerning the relative appeal of different character-
types. The results of these selective comparisons are shown in Table 3.6 and
discussed below.
Table
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For the Fantasy mode selections, the relevant hypothesis is as follows:
Televisicxi characters will be preferred over RPs as models
boys in each age group "wish to be." More specifically,
UCs wQl be the most preferred, followed by MRCs. Tele-
vision characters and particularly those with unrealistic
aspects (UCs and MRCs) wQl be the preferred Fantasy
models.
In Comparison 1, the results showed that televisic«i characters used here (a) were
significantly preferred over RPs (b). Comparison 2 pitted all television charac-
ters with unrealistic aspects (c) against the more ordinary models from televisicxi
and everyday life (d). Again, the comparison was highly significant. The results
of Comparison 3 indicated that UCs (e) were preferred over MRCs (f), while
Comparison 4 showed that boys had no statistically significant preference
between the more ordinary models on television (RCs) and those in their
/•
everyday lives (RPs). In combination, these comparisons using Scheffe post hoc
tests (Confirm
Another set of comparisons contrasted boys’ Fantasy selections of the
more active RC versus the other models in order to examine whether a
character’s level of action would predict Fantasy Identification. In Compari-
son 5, the active RC was compared to the MRCs (ranked just higher). The MRCs
were more highly preferred, even though MRCs are not characterized by action-
adventure. In Comparison 6, the more action-oriented RC (i) was compared to
the more passive RC plus the two RPs (j). Here, the more active RC was
significantly preferred by boys as a Fantasy model.
This set of six post hoc comparisons revealed the following order
of
character-types on the Fantasy rankings; RPs, RCS < MRCs UCS, when
characters were grouped according to the four adult-defined
reality status
categories, and RPs, passive RC < active RC < MRCs < UCs when
based on
the last two comparisons.
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Thus, Fantasy Identifications of elementary school-aged boys conform to
a fantasy-reality continuum of people. In short, the more unrealistic the model,
the more likely elementary school-aged boys are to wish to be them.
Fantasy Reasons .
The statements boys provided to explain their Fantasy Identifications with
models were categorized as involving either Trait-Related, Status, Relationship
to Subject, or Uncodable reasons. They were further divided into subcategories
more specifically describing the content of the reasons. The same category
system used for Pairs reasons (see Table 2.2) was used in the Identification Task.
The reporting of results is limited again to salient features, i.e., those content
subcategories which contained at least 10% of all reasons given by an age group
in identifying with a character-type (see Table 3.7).
Salient features for Fantasy Identification . UCs were most often selected
as models for Fantasy Identification. Boys cited the following salient features in
identifyir^ with them:
1. For the younger group boys, fecial Powers (47.6%) and
Strength (31.7%) were the only salient Fantasy reasons.
2. For the middle group boys. Special Powers (45.5%) and
Strength (34.8%) were again prominent Fantasy reasons.
3. For the older group boys. Special Powers (45.2%) and Strength
(38.7%) were once again salient reasons for Fantasy Identifica-
tion, while Help (9.7%) approached the criteria for being a
salient reason.
For all three age groups, then, a small but stable set of features were salient,
and these features were used with similar frequency across age.
For MRCs (the next most frequently selected Fantasy model), the
following salient features were cited for boys' Fantasy Identifications:
Table
3.7
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1. Fot the younger group boys, Neutral Description (25.6%),
Special Powers (16.3%), Humor (14.0%), and Social Compe-
tence (11.6%) were salient Fantasy reasons.
2. For the middle group boys. Humor (37.3%), Special Powers
(23.7%), and Social Competence (20.3%) were salient, while
Neutral DescripticMi was not salient for this age group.
3. For the older group boys. Social Competence (25.0%), Humor
(23.3%), Special Powers (18.3%), and Neutral Description
(11.7%) were salient Fantasy reasons. In comparing boys'
reasons for identifying with UCs and MRCs, it was evident
that a more diverse set for salient Fantasy reasons character-
ized MRCs than UCs. Also in contrast to boys' Fantasy
reasons fcH* UCs, there were some substantial differences
between age groups in the frequency of using particular
reasons for MRCs (such as Humor and Neutral Description).
As indicated in Fantasy selections, RCs and RPs were infrequently
selected as Fantasy models. Consequently, the reasons for these selections are
listed by frequency of use within an age group. For RCs, the following Fantasy
reasons were cited;
1. For the younger group. Occupational Status (6) and Prefer-
ence (2) were cited as Fantasy reasons.
2. For the middle group. Occupational Status (5), Help (4), and
Adventure (2) were cited.
3. Fot the older group. Occupational Status (6) and Adventure (5)
were used as reasons for Fantasy Identification with RCs.
It was noteworthy that boys cited RCs less mundane features to justify their
Fantasy Identification (i.e., having exciting jobs, and saving and helping people).
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Also, boys generaUy referred to models' jobs within their character roles, e.g.,
John Gage as paramedic. RCs' status as "stars" or "having shows" was not noted
in Fantasy Identifications, a point which will be further discussed in the results
of the Actor Knowledge (Task IV).
For RPs, the following Fantasy reasons were cited:
1. For the younger group boys, Occupational Status (2) and
Help (2) were cited.
2. For the middle group boys, Occupational Status (13) and
Help (3) were again cited.
3. For the older group boys. Occupational Status (5) and Help (4)
were once again cited as reasons for Fantasy Identifications
with RPs.
Realistic Selections .
In response to the interviewer's request to "pick the one that is almost the
same as you are," boys made four selections of Realistic models from the same
ei^t photographs used throughout an individual interview. Boys then provided a
reason for each selection. The four models selected by boys received descending
scores of 4 to 1.
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA (age group is the between-subjects
factor and individual character is the within-subjects factor) was performed on
the mean rankings of each of the eight familiar models (two UCs, two MRCs,
two RCs, and two RPs). The results revealed a significant character effect
(F (7,469) = 4.18; p ^ .001) and a significant interaction between the two
factors, age group x character (F (14,469) = 2.88; p .£r.001).
Character effect . Scheffe post hoc comparisons were performed on the
Realistic rankings to further examine the significant effects. Characters were
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again grouped by character-types for these analyses, and results of these
comparisons are shown in Table 3.8. Results revealed the foUowing ordering of
character-types on the Realistic rankings: UCs RPs, RCs < MRCs.
Character x age group interaction scheff^ post hoc tests were
performed within each age group to examine the significant interaction effect.
The results of these tests showed that:
1. For the younger group boys, the ordering of character-types
was as follows: RPs, RCs < UCs, MRCs. This ordering
diverged considerably from the order of the main effect. Of
particular note were both the high ranking of UCs, whom
adults might assume to be dissimilar to children and, con-
versely, the low rankings of the more ordinary people on
television (RCs) and in everyday life (RPs).
2. For the middle group boys, the ordering of character-types
was as follows: UCs < RPs, RCs, MRCs, and RPs < MRCs.
In contrast to the younger group, middle group boys assigned
the lowest ranking on Realistic selection to UCs, and ranked •
RCs higher than the younger boys did.
3. For the older group boys, the ordering of character-types was
as follows: UCs < RCs, MRCs, RPs. Older group boys, then,
found similarity between themselves and a wide variety of
models, with the exception of the most fantastic television
models (UCs).
Analogous tests were performed for each character-type across age
groups to further examine the significant interaction effect. The results
revealed that:
Table 3.8
Realistic Rankings of Models
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Age Group
1
Row
Young Middle Older
1
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1
Means
MRCs
1
Mork Mean 1.429
a
2.240 1.958
1
a 1
1
1
1.876
«_ll
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a*
RCs
1
1
John Gage Mean 1.095
c
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1
^ 1
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b
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1
I
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RPs 1
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1
11
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School Personnel Mean 0.810 be 1.040 b 1.250 a j1 1.033
i
a
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1
1
1
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,
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1
1
* Means with different superscripts differ from each other at p < .05.
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1. For UCs, the ordering of age groups was as follows: older,
middle < young. Younger boys were unique in their belief
that they were similar to UCs. The bases for this somewhat
surprising notion will be explored under Realistic reasons in
the section which follows.
2. For RPs, the ordering of age groups was as follows: young,
middle < older. For fifth and sixth-grade boys, but not for
boys in lower grades, RPs ranked equally with RCs and MRCs
as models which were seen as similar to the subjects.
3. For RCs, the ordering of age groups was as follows: young <
older, middle. Third to sixth-grade boys found RCs to be more
similar to themselves than did boys in the younger group.
4. For MRCs, there were no significant differences in rankings
between the three age groups. Rather, MRCs were ranked
highly on the Realistic selections by boys in each age group.
These results address the following hypothesis, and the data revealed that
it was only partially confirmed:
^11* ^ more highly
preferred Realistic models, while UCs and MRCs will be
increasingly less preferred Realistic models.
WhUe the prediction held true for RCs and RPs (these models were ranked higher
with age) and for UCs (these models were ranked lower with age), it did not hold
true for MRCs, who were frequently selected by boys at each age.
Realistic Reasons .
The statements boys provided to explain their Realistic Identification
with models were categorized as involving either Trait-Related, Status, Rela-
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tionship to Subject, or Uncodable reasons, and further divided into the content
subcategories listed in Table 2.2. The reporting of results will again focus on
salient features, and results are reported as raw frequencies for those models
infrequently selected as Realistic models (i.e., when the mean Realistic rankings
of both exemplars of a character type were below 1.0). Salient features for
Realistic Identification with models are shown in Table 3.9.
Salient features for Realistic Identification. MRCs were frequently
selected by boys in each age group as Realistic models. The following salient
features were cited:
1. For the younger group boys. Neutral Description (50.0%) and
Humor (28.0%) were salient reasons for realistic identifica-
tions with MRCs.
2. For the middle group boys. Humor (48.8%) and Neutral
Description (34.9%) were again prominently used reasons.
3. For the older group boys. Humor (52.6%), Social Competence
(21.9%), and Neutral Description (13.2%) were salient reasons.
In citing Social Competence, it should be noted that these
older group boys were, in effect, positing that they (and
MRCs) have considerable social abilities (e.g., are "popular" or
"cool").
When RCs were selected as Realistic models, the following salient
features were cited:
1. For the younger group boys. Neutral Description (70.6%) and
Humor (17.6%) were the salient Realistic reasons. Younger
boys found Neutral Description similarities between them-
selves and RCs primarily based on surface features (e.g., "I
look like him").
Table
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2. For the middle group boys, Neutral Description (50.0%), Help
(11.8%), and behavior related to Occupational Status (11.8%)
were salient Realistic reasons.
3. For the older group boys. Neutral Description (36.4%), Help
(15.9%), Generic Status (13.6%), and Humor (11.4%) were
salient Realistic reasons for their selections of RCs.
With increasing age, then, boys were less likely to explain their similarity to RCs
with references to appearance, and more likely to give a wider range of reasons
based on what RCs do (Help), say (Humor), and what types of people they are,
e.g., "normal, not a special guy" (Generic Status).
RPs were not often seen as Realistic models by the younger group boys,
but were increasingly selected by third to sixth grade boys. Realistic reasons
cited were as follows:
1. For the younger group boys. Neutral Description (8) and
Occupational Status (4) were cited.
2. For the middle group boys. Neutral Description (25.0%), Occu-
pational Status (21.9%) Help (15.6%), Humor (15.6%), and
Familiarity (15.6%) were salient reasons for Realistic Identifi-
cation with RPs.
3. For the older group boys, Occupaticxial Status (25.0%), Generic
Status (14.6%), Neutral Description (14.6%), Help (12.5%),
Humor (10.4%), and Familiarity (10.4%), were aU salient
Realistic reasons.
As with RCs, while younger group boys found few bases for similarity between
themselves and more ordinary real-world models, middle and older group boys
found more diverse reasons for Realistic Identification with RPs.
In fact, the
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was also expected that younger boys would generally cite physical traits, while
older boys would do so to a lesser extent. This expectation is expressed below;
While remaining somewhat dependent on character type,
younger boys' reasons for Realistic Identification with
models will be based primarily on physical criteria, while
older boys will use significantly fewer criteria based on
purely physical considerations.
While it was not possible to strictly test this hypothesis because no statistical
tests were performed on boys' reasons, the distribution of different types of
reasons seemed to suggest its confirmation. First, the percentage of reasons
based on Neutral Description, Special Powers, and Strength (the most clearly
physical criteria) decreased with age (younger group 64.4%, middle group 47.8%,
older group 27.9%). Second, the percentage of reasons based on Humor and
Social Competence (the least physical of the Trait-Related subcategories)
increased considerably for the older group boys (younger group 13.8%, middle
group 12.2%, and older group 30.0%).
It could be argued that these percentages are explained by younger boys'
more frequent selection of UCs and MRCs as realistic models, since they have
unusual physical abilities. However, since all age groups selected MRCs
approximately equally, it was instructive to examine the nature of reasons
provided for these selections. Here, 53.1% of younger group boys' responses,
34.8% of middle group boys' responses, and only 15.8% of older group boys'
reasons fell into the three most physical categories. These results suggested the
confirmation of this hypothesis, indicating that older group boys relied consider-
ably less on physical criteria when assessing their similarity to models.
Difference Scores.
Difference Scores comparing boys' selections of characters in the two
modes were calculated in two ways. First, a subject's four selections
on the
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Fantasy mode received scores of +3, +2, and n, while the four selections in
the Realistic mode received scores of -4, -3, -2, and -1. While these values sum
to zero, an Absolute Difference Score was calculated for each subject, which
could vary from 0 (all the same models selected in identical order in the two
modes) to 20 (different models chosen in each mode). Absolute Difference
Scores then addressed the extent to which boys in the three age groups responded
to the task of selecting models for Fantasy versus Realistic Identification by
choosing the same or different models.
Secondly, Difference Scores for particular characters could range from +4
(i.e., chosen first in Fantasy mode and not chosen in the Realistic mode) to -4
(i.e., chosen first in the Realistic mode and not chosen in the Fantasy mode).
Thus, positive Difference Scores for a particular character indicated that a
model was seen by boys as a Fantasy model primarily, while negative scores
indicate that a model was seen as a Realistic model primarily. The results of
ANOVAs and post hoc comparisons conducted separately on each of these scores
address different hypotheses, and are presented below.
Absolute Differences Scores . A one-way ANOVA (age group is the
between-subjects factor) was conducted on the Absolute Difference Scores. The
results revealed a significant age effect (F(2,67)= 6.29; p= .004). T-tests
(corrected for degrees of freedom) showed that the only significant difference
was between the younger versus older groups (^(43) = -3.402; p = .005), though
the difference between younger and middle groups approached statistical signifi-
cance (_t (44) = -2.429; p = .058). The results of these tests are shown in
Table 3.10.
These tests revealed the following ordering of age groups on the Absolute
Difference Scores: young older, with middle group scores falling between the
two extremes. They confirm the following hypothesis:
Table 3.10
Absolute Difference Scores
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Age Group
Young Middle Older
Overall
Row
Mean
8 .24'^ 11.36®^ 13.00^
10.97
21 25 25
* Means with different superscripts differ from each other at p£ ,05.
With age, boys will have significantly greater Absolute
Difference Scores, as they realize that though they wish to
be UCs and MRCs, they are dissimilar to them, and though
they do not wish to be RCs and RPs, they are similar to
them.
Difference Scores . A two-way repeated measures ANOVA (age group is
the between- subjects factor and character is the within-subjects factor) was
performed on the Difference Scores. The results revealed a significant charac-
ter effect (F (7,462)= 23.93; p^ .001). As noted. Difference Scores for
individual subjects (and, therefore, for an age group) sum to zero, and therefore
no age effect would appear here. However, Scheffe post hoc comparisons were
performed to further examine the character effect and to compare the differ-
ence scores of particular character-types between age groups. The results of
these post hoc comparisons are shown in Table 3.11.
Character effect. Individual characters were again grouped into charac-
ter-types for this analysis. The results of the Scheffe comparisons revealed the
following ordering of character-types on the Difference Scores: RPs, RCs <
MRCs <L UCs. As shown in Table 3.11, the positive scores for UCs indicated
that they were chosen more frequently by boys as Fantasy models, i.e., as models
Table 3.11
Difference Scores of Models
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Overall
Row
Young Middle Older 1 Means
UCs 1
Superman Mean 1.225 ^D 2.160 2.333
1
1
1.906
Steve Austin Mean 0.950 0.960
au
1.500
a
1
i
1.137
MRCs 1
1
Mork Mean -0.150
c
-0.440
Q
-0.417 1
1
-0.336
Fonzie Mean -0.125 0.720 0.750 1 0.448
RCs
1
John Gage Mean -0.250
e
-0.960
d
-0.833 dp
1
1
-0.681
Tom Bradford Mean -0.525
-1.240
-0.750
1
1
-0.838
RPs
1
1
Teacher Mean -0.425 »
ef
-0.680
ef
-1.667
d
1
I
-0.924
School Personnel Mean -0.700
-0.520
-0.917 1
-0.712
Overall Column Means Mean -0.000 -0.000 -0.000
1
1
* Means with different superscripts differ from each other at p - .05 for
horizontal rows (between age groups) and for the main character effect only.
whom they wish to be. The negative scores for RCs and RPs indicate that they
were chosen more frequently by boys as Realistic models, i.e., as models they
see as similar to themselves. Finally, the Difference Scores for MRCs are close
to 0, indicating that they were chosen as Fantasy models and Realistic models
with almost equal frequency.
A final hypothesis concerning the Difference Scores concerned the extent
to which boys of different ages would be able to distinguish between Fantasy and
Realistic Identification for certain character-types. It was stated as follows:
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Hjg: The Difference Scores of UCs and MRCs wQl be signifi-
cantly lower for the younger group boys (who wiU both wish
to be, and see themselves as similar to, these types of
characters) than for the middle and older group boys.
Scheffe post hoc comparisons were performed on the Difference Scores. Results
revealed that:
1. For MRCs, there were no significant differences between age
groups.
2. For UCs, these tests revealed the following ordering of age
groups: young < older, while middle group boys' Difference
Scores did not differ significantly from either group. These
results only partially confirm since boys in each age
group chose MRCs frequently in both modes.
3. For RCs, the ordering of age groups on the Difference Scores
was as follows: middle young, while older group boys'
scores did not differ significantly from either group.
4. For RPs, the ordering of age groups on the Difference Scores
was as follows: older < middle, young.
These results for UCs, RCS, and RPs suggest that ordinary people gradually
emerge primarily as Realistic models, and that, conversely, UCs come to serve
primarily as Fantasy models. As indicated in the Fantasy reasons, only younger
children often noted similarity between themselves and television's most fantas-
tic models.
Identification Summary.
The Identification Task provided boys with opportunities to select models
that they wished to be (Fantasy mode) and to select models that they believed
were similar to themselves (Realistic mode). For both modes, boys provided
reasons to explain their selections.
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Results of the Fantasy selections showed no developmental trends, but the
strong influence of character-type was evident in the selections boys made. The
ordering of character-types on the Fantasy selections (RPs, RCs < MRCs < UCs)
suggested that the more fantastic the character, the more likely boys in each
age group were to wish to be him. Furthermore, both types of models with
unrealistic aspects (UCs and MRCs) were significantly preferred over the more
ordinary models on television (RCs) and in everyday life (RPs).
The Fantasy reasons essentially supported this view, i.e., unique models
are preferred for boys' Fantasy Identifications because of their novel abilities.
For UCs, their fantastic strength and Special Powers (such as flying) constituted
over 75% of boys' reasons in each age group. For MRCs, their more limited
Special Powers (such as Fonzie turning on a jukebox by snapping his fingers, or
Mork's ability to drink milk with his finger), and their novel Social Competence
(being "cool" or "tough") were noted in a substantial number of boys' Fantasy
reasons. Even in the few instances where boys selected RCs, the less mundane
aspects of their roles seemed prominent (e.g., saving people).
It is also noteworthy that, as in the Spontaneous Similarities Task, certain
character-types seemed stereotyped or "behavior-bound," while others had a
more varied set of features. Again UCs were characterized by only Strength and
Special Powers, features prominently noted by boys in the first task. And while
salient features of MRCs were again cited as Fantasy reasons (Humor, Special
Powers), MRCs were again characterized by a fairly diverse set of salient
features when boys discussed their Fantasy Identifications with them.
In contrast to the boys' consistency of Fantasy selections across age, the
results of boys' Realistic selections revealed a significant character-type x age
group interaction effect. As in their Fantasy selections, younger group boys
again chose models with unrealistic aspects (UCs and MRCs), this time as models
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similar to themselves. At the same time, younger group boys rarely selected the
more ordinary people on television (RCs) and in everyday life (RPs) as Realistic
models. For middle and especially for older group boys, RCs and RPs were seen
as appropriate Realistic models, while UCs were not. Finally, in opposition to
the developmental change in selections for UCs, RCs, and RPs, boys in each age
group frequently selected MRCs as Realistic models.
The reasons boys gave for their Realistic Identifications revealed that
boys changed considerably across the elementary school years in the bases upon
which they judge their similarity to others. Younger group boys often based
their judgments on appearance (Neutral Description), or even in play behaviors.
Thus, in these ways they may be like UCs.
By third grade, a more generalized and perhaps more sophisticated
interpretation of similarity was made by boys. Thus, RCs, RPs, and MRCs were
selected based on more substantial criteria, i.e., their behavior in jobs (Occupa-
tional Status), their approach to others (Help), and their personality (Humor). In
short, older boys gain access to the activities and attitudes which constitute
models' personality and typical behaviors. Notably, RPs were frequently chosen
as Realistic models, and then characterized in diverse ways by the older group
boys.
Difference Scores were also calculated to compare boys' selections
between the Fantasy and Realistic modes. First, Absolute Difference Scores
were analyzed to examine the extent to which boys of different ages chose the
same or chose different models in the two modes. The results indicated that
older group boys realized that though they wished to be UCs, they were not
similar to them. Also, they realized that though they do not wish to be RCs and
RPs, they were, in fact, simUar to them. Younger group boys, in contrast, were
least likely to make these "objective" selections.
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Difference Scores were also calculated for each character to determine
whether boys of different ages saw them primarily as
-Fantasy or as Realistic
models. The results suggested that UCs were viewed by boys primarUy as
Fantasy models, and that RCs and RPs were seen primarily as Realistic models.
Furthermore, results of Absolute Difference Scores showed that these "roles" for
different models become more established with age, i.e., that older boys
increasingly regard their Fantasy and Realistic involvements as focusing on
different types of models.
Finally, the minimal Difference Scores for MRCs suggested that this type
of model continued to be valued by boys for both types of Identification during
the elementary school years. They were sufficiently unique to be seen as
appropriate Fantasy models for elementary school-aged boys, and sufficiently
believable to be seen as appropriate Realistic models.
Actor Knowledge
Actor Knowledge (Task IV).
The purposes of this task were to determine whether children knew that
television models were actors performing in arbitrary roles, and to determine
whether they spontaneously applied this knowledge in the course of the inter-
view. WhUe such knowledge is only one aspect of the ways in which children
grow wiser about the media, the present author thinks that it may be a pivotal
awareness, serving to demystify television people. While other authors have
SLggested that Actor Knowledge may mediate children's attitudes toward tele-
vision models (Dorr, 1980; Reeves, 1979), the present study sought specificaUy to
detail its development and use during the elementary school years.
Boys' Actor Knowledge was solicited at the end of the interview by asking
four questions about actor's and acting. Boys' responses to each question were
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categorized as demonstrating either no understanding or misconceptions
(score 1), partial understanding (score 2), or full understanding of Actor Know-
ledge (score 3). Responses to each of these questions were then separately
analyzed using chi^quare based on the number of subjects in an age group at
each qualitative response level (1, 2, or 3). In addition, a total Actor Knowledge
Score for each subject was analyzed through analysis of variance (scores could
range from 4 to 12).
The chi-square tests revealed that the an age effect was significant for
each of the four questions (question 1, (4) = 10.98, p = .028; question 2,
X (4) - 28.16, p - .001; question 3, X (4) = 27.01, p i .001; question 4, X^ (4) =
20.76, p £ .001). The one-way ANOVA (age group is the between-subjects
factor) performed on the Actor Knowledge Score also revealed a significant age
effect (F (2,67) = 24.00; p ^ .001).
Age effect . Post hoc Newman-Keuls tests were performed on the Actor
Knowledge Scores to further examine the significant age effect. The results of
these comparisons are shown in Table 3.12.
Table 3.12
Actor Knowledge Scares
Age Group
Young Middle Older
Overall
Row
Mean
5.62® 8.52^
£>
10.08^
8.07
21 25 25
Means with different superscripts differ from each other at p — . 05.
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These tests revealed the foUowing ordering of age groups on Actor Knowledge
Score: young middle < older. This result confirms H :
1 s
Boys' Actor Knowledge wUl increase significantly with age,
as they gain access to more information about television
and its people.
Thus, over the elementary school years, boys become increasingly knowledgable
about the dual status of models on television, recognizing them as actors with
ficticHial televisicHi roles and a life beyond the confines of these roles.
The age-related progress toward this awareness was gradual. Thus, across
the four questiwis, the majority of younger boys’ responses showed either no
Actor Knowledge or misconceptions (58%), the middle group boys' responses
generally showed either partial understanding (26%) or full understanding (45%),
while the majority of older group boys’ responses expressed full understanding of
actors (65%). This progression toward Actor Knowledge is well illustrated by
some typical responses. For instance ... in explaining how Superman would be
different at home after the show, one younger boy said, "he takes off his cape,"
while another said, "he turns back into Dick Clark (sic)." Even for those younger
boys who sensed diff0*ences in Superman’s off-camera behavica* (and some did
not), their judgments remained bound to the television portrayal, i.e., based on
information visually presented.
In contrast, 60% of third graders showed a full understanding about
Superman, e.g., "he can't really fly or be that strong . . . they do it with wires."
These boys have begun to go beyond what they see (flying, strength) to invoke
what they know (wires, special effects). Notably, these same salient features
which previously justified both their Realism Pairs and their Fantasy Identifica-
tion served here as the source of boys’ critical disbelief.
The limitation of third graders' actor knowledge, on the other hand, was
shown in the final question about RCs. Here, they were less apt to recognize
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mundane characters as actors:
—
Cr viewer (points to Tom Bradford’s photograph): "What does it
mean to be an actor?"
E^t year-old boy: "It means he's on a TV show . . . like, he
like Fonzie or Superman ... so he's an actor."
^er Viewer (points to John Gage, another RC): "And what about
him?"
Child : "He's a paramedic, he saves lives."
Only boys in the older group extended the actor category to include all television
people in over half the interviews. Thus, taking a frame of reference beyond
characters seemed more difficult for children when discussing those who
approximate reality (RCs) than for those who blatantly violate its rules (UCs).
Though examining whether boys had Actor Knowledge may be important,
it was equally important to determine whether they spontaneously mentioned
such knowledge in the course of their discussions about television models.
Furthermore, boys may have applied such knowledge in certain contexts and
suspended it in others, perhaps depending on how important or relevant such
information seemed to them. Consequently, a Spontaneous Actor Knowledge
Score was calculated by examining the Familiarity Pretest and each of the
study's three tasks for evidence of boys' application of Actor Knowledge. In each
context, a score of 0 was assigned where a boy made no actor reference, a score
of 1 was assigned when a boy made an implicit reference to actors, and a score
of 2 was assigned when a boy made an explicit reference to actors.
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA (age group is the between-subjects
factor and task is the within-subjects factor) was performed on the Spontaneous
Actor Knowledge Scores (scores could vary from 0 to 8). The results revealed a
significant age effect (F(2,67) = 12.62; p^ .001), and a significant task effect
(F (3,201) = 4.71; p ^.01).
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Newman-Keuls tests were performed on the
Spontaneous Actor Knowledge Scores to further examine the significant age
effect. Results of these comparisons are shown in Table 3.13. These tests
revealed the following ordering of age groups on Spontaneous Actor Knowledge
Scores; young middle older. These results confirm 16*
H^g: With age, boys are more likely to apply this knowledge in
the course of the interview, i.e., less likely to consider
television models solely within the context of their charac-
ter roles.
Table 3.13
Spontaneous Actor Knowledge Scores
Age Group
Task Young Middle Older
’ Overall
' Row
' Means
1
Familiarity Pretest 0.10 0.48 1.00 ' 0.53 c*
Spontaneous Similarity
Judgments 0.48 0.72 1.00
1
1
1
0.73 a
Forced Choice Realism
Judgments 0.19 0.76 1.00
1
‘ 0.65 b
1
Identifications 0.24 0.28 0.50
1
,
0.34 d
Overall Column Means 0.25^ 0.56^ 0.87^
N = 21 25 24
* Means with different superscripts differ from each other at p< .05.
Task effect . Post hoc Newman-Keuls tests were performed on the
Spontaneous Actor Knowledge Scores to further examine the significant task
effect. The results of these tests revealed the following ordering of tasks (or
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parts of the interview) on the Spontaneous Actor Knowledge; Identification
Familiarity Pretest
-^Forced Choice Judgments-^ Spontaneous Similarity Judg-
ments. These results indicated that knowledge about actors was selectively
applied by subjects with access to it. Most notably, they seldom referred to it
when speaking of their involvements (only 17 subjects made either implicit or
explicit references to models being actors), and most frequently referred to it
when more objectively describing them in Spontaneous Similarity Judgments (45
subjects made either implicit or explicit actor references). These results suggest
that not only age, but also task demands may be an important variable
influencing whether children apply this more sophisticated perspective about
televisim models.
Finally, it was predicted that Actor Knowledge may underlie boys' judg-
ments but not be salient knowledge. Therefore, the expectation was that there
would be no one-to-one correspondence between having knowledge about actors
and applying it, and the related hypothesis is as follows;
Across age groups, there will only be moderate correlations
between having knowledge about actors and applying it in
the course of the interview, i.e., between Actor Knowledge
Scores and Spontaneous Actor Knowledge Scores.
The results of a Pearson product-moment correlation indicated a relationship of
£ = .49 between Actor Knowledge and Spontaneous Actor Knowledge, suggesting
the confirmation of
Actor Knowledge Summary .
The Actor Knowledge Task examined boys’ potential awareness that
television models are in fact actors assuming arbitrary roles. The present author
contended that such knowledge may ultimately serve to demystify television
models. Alternately, if a child believed that fantastic or implausible characters
(like The Fonz, Superman or Mork) have no fictive status, no known existence
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beyond their roles, then these characters raay have an inflated meaning for these
less sophisticated viewers.
Actor Knowledge was solicited by four questions about actors/acting
asked at the end of the interview. The quality of boys’ responses was
categorized and scored from 1 to 3. The scores were then analyzed both as an
overall score (through analysis of variance) and as separate questions (using chi-
square tests). The results of both analyses indicated a gradual age-related
change in the quality of boys' Actor Knowledge. In other words, Actor
Knowledge became increasingly accessible to boys as they became older. WhUe
some boys in the younger group seemed to intuitively sense that certain
portrayals were not real (especiaUy those of UCs), it was not until late
elementary school years that boys clearly articulated the distinction between
actors and their character roles.
A further purpose of this task was to determine whether, and in what
contexts, boys with Actor Knowledge would apply it. A Spontaneous Actor
Knowledge Score was calculated based on whether no actor references, implicit
actor reference, or explicit actor reference was made by a subject in four
different parts of the interview.
Results were analyzed (throi^h analysis of variance), and revealed both
significant age and task effects. With age, boys were more likely to mention
actors spontaneously, though there was no strong relationship between having
and applying Actor Knowledge. With respect to the contexts where those
references might be made, results suggested that boys with Actor Knowledge
applied it selectively. They were most likely to mention it when more
objectively describing television models (in the two Conceptions Tasks), and least
likely to do so when speaking of their involvement with them (in the Identifica-
tion Task).
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Discussion
Concepticyis .
Spontaneous Similarity Judgments . The guiding question of this task was:
"What are the salient features of people who vary in their reality status?" In this
relatively unstructured task, boys selected pairs of people that "go together
best" and then provided reasons which explained their selections. The Pairs
Scores provided a nonverbal means of assessing the prominence of reality status
as a basis for determining similarity between models. The reasons given by boys
provided a means of determining the salient features of four types of television
and real-life models (UCs, MRCs, RCs, and RPs). Furthermore, any develop-
mental trends across the elementary school years in these selections and reasons
could be identified.
The Pairs Scores indicated developmental trends only for RCs. Younger
group boys paired these models correctly more often than did middle and older
group boys. There were no significant differences between age groups in overall
Pairs Scores. As a nonverbal means of assessing children's fantasy-reality
discriminations, the Pairs Scores showed that younger, middle, and older group
boys make similar intuitive judgments in selecting models that "go together
best." Results did reveal, however, that boys in all age groups paired UCs and
RPs correctly most often (i.e., selected within category pairs). Thus, the models
within each extreme of the fantasy-reality continuum "go together best" in the
minds of these elementary school-aged boys.
In boys' reasons, UCs and RPs were then characterized by only a
restricted set of salient features. UCs' unusual physical abilities, and little else,
no
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were noted by most boys. RPs' real-world oecupations and related behaviors
(e.g., helping ehUdren) were also often noted by boys in each age group. These
results suggest that stereotypes for these models are evident to boys of all ages.
At the same time, these few prominent and comprehensible features provided
even younger group boys with reasonable bases for correct pairings.
In contrast, for the remaining models (MRCs and RCs), a fairly diverse set
of salient features (three to five salient features) were noted by boys in each age
group. Again in contrast to UCs and RPs, more change in salient features
occurred with age. For example, MRCs' Social Competence was noted by only
middle group boys, and RCs' Generic Status was noted only by younger group
boys. Other salient features were noted with different frequencies across age
groups. For example, MRCs' Media Status was noted increasingly with age. The
findings that these two types of models are accorded a variety of salient
features, and are characterized differently by boys of different ages, suggest
that RCs and MRCs have no simple stereotypes. RCs' breadth of characteristics
and lack of singular defining features may have lead older boys to pair them
incorrectly (i.e., with different category models) as they gained access to more
specific information about these models.
Taken together, boys' reasons for pairing UCs, MRCs, RCs, and RPs
correctly indicate that each type of model has a distinctive set of salient
features. For example, while UCs and MRCs share Special Powers as a salient
feature, no other common salient feature characterizes them. In fact, only
MRCs and RCs share more than one common salient feature (Humor and Media
Status). Concommitantly, the results indicate that even younger boys noted a
variety of salient features in their correct pairs (their reasons fell into nine
different subcategories).
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At the same time, older boys’ growing sophistication was evident both in
the content and structure of their reasons. As a whole, younger boys tended to
rely heavily on physical features, while older boys showed some awareness of
more attitudinal or dispositional qualities (such as RPs' helping qualities and the
social competence of MRCs). Even when similar in content, the structure of
older and younger boys’ reasons differed. For example, while younger group boys
would cite a string of behaviors (e.g., Fonz and Mork ’’tell jokes and call girls,”
etc.), middle and older group boys summarily referred to them as ’’cool" (a trait
derived from these multiple behaviors). In sum, the results of this relatively
unstructured task indicated the following; all boys noted a variety of salient
features of models; with age, boys began to note more internal and dispositional
qualities; UCs and RCs had a distinctive yet restricted set of salient features
which were evident to boys in each age group; MRCs and RCs also had
distinctive yet more diverse sets of salient features, and were viewed somewhat
differently by boys of different ages. Finally, there was little tendency for boys
to make explicit fantasy-reality discriminations in their reasons.
It is useful to contrast these findings with those of previous studies of
boys’ conceptions of television characters and people. Reeves’ early work (1976)
investigated elementary school-aged children’s views of a range of television
characters. He found that younger children distinguished between television
characters on the basis of physical attributes, while older children relied on
dimensions which described behavior. The results of the present study both
support and expand this finding, since middle and older group boys noted behavior
and derived traits (e.g., "strong" or "cool"), probably based on assessments of
characters’ behavior over time.
Further studies by Reeves and his colleagues used multidimensional
scaling to isolate dimensions used by children in distinguishing between groups of
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television characters (Reeves and Greenberg, 1977; Reeves and Lometti, 1979).
In the first study, Reeves and Greenberg (1977) identified the following dimen-
sions; strength, humor, attractiveness, and extent of activity. The Reeves and
Lometti (1979) replication found three similar dimensions (excluding strength).
Both studies found no developmental trends among second-to-eighth-graders in
the use of these dimensions. Further replications by other researchers found
similar dimensions for a different group of television characters, and some weak
developmental trends in the prevalence of the dimensions children used (Alexan-
der, 1980).
In contrast to the findings of Reeves and his colleagues, the present study
identified a more varied group of salient features by soliciting boys' reasons.
While Humor and Strength were indeed cited by boys, other features, not
previously found, were cited (e.g.. Special Powers, various kinds of Status, Help,
etc.). While the methods of the present study are not comparable to those of the
earlier studies, results here suggest that boys use more features to characterize
television models than those few features previously identified through multi-
dimensional scaling techniques.
Reeves (1979) suggests that, with age, children may come to view
television models, per se, more simply (i.e., as creations of the media which
require only simple evaluations). In his words, they may be seen by children as
"behavior-bound" or stereotyped. Present findings contradict this general
contention. While a stereotype may exist for television's more two-dimensional
characters, such as UCs, others, such as MRCs and RCs, have sufficient depth of
characterization to avoid simple stereotyping. Furthermore, the
developmental
trends found here in the structure of boys' responses suggest
that younger boys
may describe television characters more telegraphically
(citing strings of
behaviors), while older boys are more summative and succinct
in their discus-
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sions. However, the present author interprets this phenomenon not as a trend
toward more simple evaluations but as a trend toward more thoughtful evalua-
tions which are stated more simply.
Previous studies in person perception have found that children initially
focus on the external and physical features of people, but develop increasingly
complex perceptions which focus on internal or dispositional qualities (Livesley
and Bromley, 1973; Pratt, 1975; Scarlett, Press and Crockett, 1971). Results of
the present study for RPs contradict this view. Occupations and related
behaviors were consistently noted by boys in this sample. However, it seems
likely that results here may have been an artifact of using only one category of
real people (i.e., those with school-related occupations, such as teachers,
maintenance staff, and school crossing guards). Thus, it is not surprising that
these RPs were viewed as status-bound by occupation. It is at least tempting to
speculate that a more diverse array of real people would have encouraged boys
to think more deeply in determining salient commonalities.
Finally, some previous studies have investigated the development of
children’s fantasy-reality discriminations of television programs (Klapper, 1974;
Morison, McCarthy, and Gardner, 1979; Van Camp, 1971), and about comic book
and other cultural figures (Morison and Gardner, 1979). As with most of these
studies, present results indicate that explicit fantasy-reality discriminations
(e.g., stating that programs with fantasy figures are not real) are not mentioned
by children in their open-ended discussions. Fantastic and implausible elements
of UCs and MRCs (Strength, Special Powers, Social Competence) are promi-
nently mentioned, though little attempt is made to discount these features.
The
extent to which boys discriminate between people of varying reality
status must
be explored further by supplementing unstructured methods
with ones designed
to probe for the nonsalient features of models,
as in the task reported below.
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Forced Choice Realism Judgments
. The guiding questions of this task
were: "What types of attributes characterize models of different reality
status?" and "Do all boys, or boys or certain ages, discern some of the
differences between these types of people?" The results supplemented those
salient features of models found in the last task. They provided attribute
profiles of different types of people and detailed boys' awareness of realism in
their judgments about a wide range of specific attributes (from anatomy to
emotions).
Twenty-five of the thirty-four questions which boys answered about UCs,
RCs, and RPs were analyzed both as an overall Realism Score and as subscores
which described the attributes of these models more specifically. The overall
Realism Scores indicated that boys of all ages considered UCs to differ greatly
from RCs and RPs, but that the latter two types did not differ significantly from
each other. They also indicated that younger boys differed from middle and
older group boys, in that they accorded lower Realism Scores to models in
general. By considering the various attribute types which composed the overall
Realism Scores, a more specific picture of boys' conceptions emerged.
While boys of all ages noted UCs' unusual physical abilities, younger boys
seemed to generalize this uniqueness to nonphysical areas as well. They
remarked for example, "a superhero is always happy because he can fly," or that
he will live forever "because he's strong." Thus, a halo effect occurred whereby
younger boys conflated UCs' emotions with their unusual salient physical
features. The fact that in the last task boys spontaneously mentioned UCs'
unusual physical features (Strength and Special Powers), but rarely referred to
their emotional qualities, further suggests that younger boys attributed
extremely positive emotional qualities to UCs as a result of overgeneralizing
their physical abilities.
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The more extreme nnd positive conceptions of younger boys (compared to
middle and older group boys) were evident, but somewhat leas striking, in their
views of RCs and RPs. While RCs nnd RPs were described as realistic in
physical attributes, some younger group boys did describe them as ’’always
helping" or "never feeling bad." For this age group, then, perhaps emotional
qualities are generally too abstract and removed from the physical qualities
which they more accurately assess.
For third- and sixth-grade boys especially, a different perspective about
models' nonphysical attributes emerged. They applied more realistic nonphysical
qualities to all models, thus humanizing even UCs to some extent. For the older
boys then, physical ability and psychological vulnerability have become separate
issues.
Though RPs and RCs did not differ significantly in terms of overall
Realism Scores, some interesting and significant differences in Realism sub-
scores occurred between these more ordinary television models and people from
everyday life. RCs were accorded significantly more realistic Expressed
Emotions and Interactions with Others than were RPs. In Interactions, RPs wore
described as more helpful and positive than RCs. In Emotions, RPs were seen as
more stoic or restricted in their emotional expressions than RCs.
These difference between RCs and RPs should be considered in terms of
the specific models used in this study. Since the RPs iLsod here were school
teachers and support staff, it is possible that boys were reluctant to talk freely
about them with the interviewer. On the other hand, it also seems possible that
the nature of the teacher-student relationship may minimize the range of
emotions these RPs display, and that they are, in fact, very positive in their
dealings with students. The fact that boys described RPs’ Feelings as more
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realistic than their Expressed Emotions suggests this "boundedness” in RPs'
relationships with children.
The RCs, such as Tom Bradford and John Gage, were characters in
television programs which attempt to represent credible real-life situations.
Thus, it seems possible that children may discern a better mix of positive and
negative emotions and interactions in these neatly packaged episodic television
dramas than in their more role-defined relationships with school personnel. In
short, more overt emotional expression and a range of social interactions may, in
fact, characterize RCs and not RPs.
The results of the nine additional Descriptive items generally supported
the thesis that boys tend to have positive views of all models. They saw UCs,
RCs, and RPs as smart and as affable in their social relationships (They like
people and can be your friend.). Furthermore, the younger boys' views of UCs
were again extremely positive (They help but don't hurt people.), while older boys
both had a more balanced perspective about UCs (They help and hurt others.),
and perhaps have a less restricted and dramatic sense of the nature of helping.
The fact that, in the last task, middle and older group boys spontaneously
referred to RPs' helping nature again suggests that boys develop an expanded
view of the ways in which models can help others.
In sum, then, boys' responses on the more structured task indicated the
following; Boys of all ages believed UCs to differ greatly from other models.
Younger boys were extremely positive about these models and were especially
positive about UCs. With age, boys attributed models with a more balanced set
of nonphysical attributes, while boys in all age groups assessed models' physical
abilities similarly. RCs and RPs differed in subtle but important ways in their
nonphysical attributes.
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While the method used here differs greatly from previous studies of boys*
conceptions of models, it is nonetheless important to compare findings. It has
been the general finding of developmental studies in person perception (Livesley
and Bromley, 1973; Pratt, 1975; Scarlett, Press, and Crockett, 1971) that
children become more aware of nonphysical attributes with age. If we grant that
"sometimes feeling bad" or "hurting" and "helping others" characterizes models
accurately, then present results support these earlier findings, and in addition
apply to some television characters as well.
Studies of perceived realism (Dominick and Greenburg, 1970; Greenberg,
1972; McLeod, Atkin, and Chafee, 1971) have investigated the comparisons which
children make between groups of television models and their real-life counter-
parts (e.g., television and real-life police). Using scaled scores for such items as
"The people on TV are like the people in real life," these studies found that it is
not until the late elementary years that children made distinctions in realism
between these models. A recent study (Wartella and Alexander, 1979) also found
that children’s free descriptions of television and real-life children "vary only
minutely." Results here suggested few, yet noteworthy, differences between the
ordinary models in both social domains. In contrast to the perceived realism
findings, when asked specific questions, even younger children here made subtle
distinctions in models' emotions and interactions. The present findings thus raise
questions of whether television characters or real-life people model typical
emotions and social interactions for today's children. These questions deserve
further research attention.
These two tasks have provided complementary sets of information about
boys' conceptions of television and real-life models. The findings of the more
unstructured task suggested that each type of model has a distinctive set
of
salient features; that some models are stereotyped (UCs and RPs), while others
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have more breadth, that boys note nonphysical features more often with age; and
that boys are not explicit in their fantasy-reality discriminations. The more
structured methods of the second Conception Task suggested that many common
attributes (as well as some important differences) eharaeterize RCs and RPs. In
contrast, UCs have both distinctive attribute profiles and distinctive salient
features. Here, younger boys again noted UCs' unusual physical features, which
in turn colored subsequent judgments about UCs' nonphysical features. In the
second Conception Task, older boys increasingly judged many models to have a
balanced or more realistic set of emotions and interactions. This finding
paralleled older boys' spontaneous references to nonphysical features in the first
task. And while boys were not explicit in mentioning fantasy-reality status
spontaneously, boys in all age groups drew great distinctions between UCs and
other models when answering the more specific questions. This finding contra-
dicts the common assumption that younger ehfldren make unclear fantasy-reality
distinctions, but supports the research finding that such knowledge, while evident
to boys, is not salient knowledge for them (Morison and Gardner, 1979).
Identification.
The guiding questions of this task were: "What types of models do
children identify with?" and "What is the nature of, and reasons for children’s
involvements with models that they find to be especially appealing?" The
Identification Task explored two ways in which boys could meaningfully relate to
television and real-life models (i.e., through a Fantasy mode and a Realistic
mode). In both cases, boys explained their reasons for those models they
selected.
For the Fantasy Selections, results uniformly indicated that, at each age,
the more fantastic the character, the more likely boys were to wish to be him.
Moreover, both types of characters with unrealistic aspects (UCs and MRCs)
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were strongly preferred as fantasy models over RCs and RPs by boys in each age
group. These results suggested that boys wishfully identify more with extraordi-
nary television models than with the oridinary people in either social domain.
The reasons boys provided further reveal the attractiveness of unique
abilities and behaviors for all boys. Boys cited UCs' strength, UCs’ and MRCs'
Special Powers, and MRCs’ Social Competence and Humor as salient features.
Two points about these salient features seem noteworthy; First, all but Humor
are not characteristic of more mundane models. Second, as in boys' Pairs
Reasons in the first task, a more diverse set of salient features characterizes
MRCs than UCs. This consistency occurred then, both in boys’ spontaneous
discussions of these characters and in their justifications for wishing to be them.
In contrast to the uniform results for the Fantasy mode, age differences
were evident in boys’ selections and reasons in the Realistic mode. Surprisingly,
younger group boys again selected extraordinary models as similar to themselves
(MRCs and UCs) and found little similarity between themselves and ordinary
models (RCs and RPs). In sharp contrast to younger group boys, both middle and
older group boys ranked UCs lowest, selected RCs significantly more frequently,
and selected RPs increasingly with age.
The reasons boys gave suggested that younger group boys assessed
similarity between themselves and these models in even more superficial ways
than did other boys. In justifying their selections of UCs, for example, they
cited appearance (Neutral Description), such as hair color, or even play behavior
(e.g., "I play that I’m Superman."). Thus, they forged similarities between
themselves and their preferred models. Older subjects’ reasons showed aware-
ness of personality features, behaviors, and even limitations ("I’m no special
guy.’’) which they shared with even ordinary models. As with results of both
previous tasks, it was the tendency of younger boys to rely more heavily than
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older boys on physical features in making their judgments. In identifying with
RPs, results suggested that boys used a less restricted set of salient features
than they used in the first task. While RPs were labelled by occupation there,
older boys found diverse ways in which real people were like themselves. Thus,
boys did think more deeply about RPs when detailing their involvements with
them than when describing the similarity between pairs of RPs.
In sum, questions about the types of .models with whom boys identify, and
the nature of and reasons for identification, are answered most simply for
younger boys than for older ones. By wishing to be "bigger than life" models on
television (UCs and MRCs) and by finding ways in which they are like their
heroes, their identifications seem fused. Regardless of the interviewer’s
question, they choose people with novel abilities and powers.
In contrast, answers to these questions about the involvements of eight
and twelve year-old boys are more complex, because their identification is
differentiated. They are aware that they are in fact like ordinary people, though
they do not wish to be them. Conversely, they are aware that they are unlike
the superheroes whom they wish to be.
Perhaps because older boys are able to take this kind of flexible
perspective about people, Mixed Reality Characters continue to be valued
models in both modes of identification. Having some realistic traits, they
engage in many of the older boys’ typical behaviors, such as "hanging out" and
"joking around." Having some unrealistic traits, they are "cool" enough to
represent an ideal or idol for the more socially conscious older boys.
Previous studies on children’s psychological identification with models
have employed widely different definitions and operationalizations of this
concept, as well as different methodologies. Results of the Fantasy Selections
and reasons support Miller and Bollard’s finding that children identify with
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powerful and prestigious models (1941). More recently, Reeves and MUler (1978)
found that strength and activity predicted boys' identification with television
characters. While results here support this view, other attractive salient
features for Fantasy Identification were found as well (e.g.. Special Powers and
Social Competence). Here then, models' uniqueness or novel abilities, whether
physical or social/psychological, appealed to boys as bases for fantasy identifica-
tions.
Present results are also consistent with the views of Reeves and Miller
(1978) and Reeves and Greenberg (1977) that children do nominate television
characters as life models; however, the present findings indicated more specifi-
cally that extraordinary rather than ordinary television characters are attractive
fantasy models. In contrast, selections for Realistic Identification changed with
age. By middle elementary years, boys developed "flexible" involvements (i.e.,
designated appropriate fantasy and realistic models). This finding concurs with
that of Maccoby and Wilson's (1959) study with adolescents, that psychological
identification with models may have different components for older children.
Present results with younger boys suggested, however, that identification with
models may be a more unitary phenomenon for them. If one considers both
children's Fantasy and Realistic Identifications, then, a variety of different types
of people may serve as "life models" for boys, from fantastic television
characters to real people. And the older the boy, the more likely he is to have
both a diverse set of identifications with models and to provide a more
discerning set of justifications for his involvements.
Finally, the importance of clear definitions and operationalizations of
psychological identification is shown by contrasting present results with those
based on the nonverbal multidimensional scaling technique. Reeves
and Miller
(1978) who found that third-to-eighth-grade boys strongly identified
with Steve
L
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Austin, referred to their measure as one of "perceived similarity." The present
study found little perceived similarity (as operationalized in the Realistic mode)
between similarly aged boys and Steve Austin (or other UCs). WhUe one might
speculate that their measure reflected a spontaneous use of a fantasy mode on
their subjects' part, their results are difficult to interpret without chUdren's
reasons. In fact, future research might investigate which modes of identifying
are prominent for children of different ages. In other words, do children of
various ages seek primarUy fantasy experiences and models, or primarily
realistic experiences and models when viewing television?
Actor Knowledge .
The guiding questions of this task were: "Do children know that the
people on television are actually actors assuming arbitrary roles?" and ’If so, do
they apply this knowledge in discussing television models?"
The Actor Knowledge questions probed whether chUdren were aware of
the "real" status of television characters, i.e., that they are actually ordinary
people whose jobs involve acting on television. The results indicated a gradual
age-related sophistication in the quality of children's understanding about actors.
Younger group boys’ responses predominantly showed either "no knowledge" or
"misconceptions," while middle group boys’ responses showed "partial understand-
ing," and older group boys’ responses showed "full understanding" of this
knowledge.
Yet while there was age-related change, age was not the only variable
influencing the acquisition of this knowledge. Character-type also seemed to
influence children’s judgments in the interview. For example, fantastic charac-
ters were more easily identified as actors by younger children than were more
mundane characters (RCs). Perhaps the actor status of RCs was more difficult
to recognize because of the relative concordance between their roles and typical
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"real-world" models. As suggested by perceived realism studies, making distinc-
tions between fairly credible television characters and their real-world counter-
parts is not an easy task for children.
Each separate task of the interview was also examined to determine
whether boys spontaneously apply this Actor Knowlege. Age trends were again
evident across the interview as a whole, yet there was only a moderate
correlation between having Actor Knowledge and applying it. This suggests that
Actor Knowledge (like fantasy-reality awareness) may not be salient for chil-
dren, yet may underlie their judgments about television people and be invoked or
suspended as deemed appropriate by them.
Further evidence supportive of this view comes from separately examin-
ing each context in the interview where boys had opportunities to use this
knowledge. When discussing their more affective involvements, boys rarely cited
Actor Knowledge as a reason for identifying with television models. Rather, the
tendency was to cite aspects in the television portrayals. In contrast, twice as
many subjects noted the dueil states of television people (as actors and as
fictional characters) when more "objectively" discussing their conceptions of
television models. And, if this much variation occurs in the relatively demanding
context of an interview with an adult, one wonders whether boys apply Actor
Knowledge in more naturalistic contexts like play based on television content, or
in the many hours they spend watching television.
While other researchers have noted children’s use of Actor Knowlege
(Dorr et al., 1980; Reeves, 1979), no studies have systematically looked at its
development across the elementary school years. Yet the present findings are
supported tangentially by previous research. For example, the fact that the dual
status of unrealistic characters is noted earlier than that of more realistic
characters relates to previous studies (Morison and Gardner, 1979; Van Camp,
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1971), where blatant violations of reality were noticed by even young children.
The fantastic behavior of UCs may at times prod children to question their "real"
status as models. Perceived realism studies would alternately support the later
development of accurate evaluations of more realistic television characters
(Dominick and Greenberg, 1970; Greenberg, 1972; McLeod, Atkin, and Chafee,
1971). Finally, the selective application of Actor Knowledge found here suggests
that like fantasy-reality awareness, it may not be salient knowledge, and thus
may be suspended by boys in the service of watching "entertainment" television.
Conclusions
This study looked at three aspects of boys’ understanding of television and
real-life models; Conception, Identification, and Actor Knowledge. Beyond this
research framework there are, of course, further questions about children's
understanding of models. For example, girls may have a different view of
models, particularly in the types of people with whom they identify. Further-
more, models for children include not only adults, but other children and perhaps
even cartoon characters in the televised world.
Yet a fantasy-reality continuum of models proved useful in extending our
knowledge of boys' understanding of models in their world and in establishing
that their world very much includes television and its people. For instance.
Actor Knowledge, which might help make the distinction between television and
real-life realms more firm, developed only gradually during the elementary
school years, and was then only selectively applied. Furthermore, both five
year-old and twelve year-old boys made greater attribute distinctions between
different types of television people (UCs and RCs) than between ordinary people
in television and everyday life (RCs and RPs). Similarly, boys' Identification
involved neither all television models nor only real-life ones. Instead, certain
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models in each realm came to be valued for different purposes with age. AU
these results suggest that chUdren see the realms of television and everyday life
as complementary rather than mutually exclusive. Previous research generally
treated these realms as distinct and qualitatively different, thus leaving
unanswered many questions about the relationship between realms in children's
eyes.
Boys* responses have also generally shown a sensitivity to differences
between people in their reality status. While a consistency obtains between the
three aspects of understanding at each age level, boys' understanding of models
nonetheless changes in many ways with continued experience and cognitive
growth. Younger boys seem to exploit these reality-status differences; both
their conceptions of models and their involvements with certain models are
extreme. This is most evident for UCs, who occupy a special place in both the
wishes and thoughts of younger children. The younger boy senses the uniqueness
of UCs, both in their "realism" and in their salient physical features which are
comprehensible to even the younger viewer.
While younger boys note some differences between RCs and RPs in
specific attributes, their ability to make general judgments applicable to all
(e.g., realistic emotions) is limited. Moreover, the real-world knowledge that
television people are actors, and therefore ordinary people, seems elusive to
these more impressionable "people watchers." In a metaphoric sense, they sit
close to the television, seemingly unaware of its fictive status in the surrounding
real world. From this psychological perspective, certain television models do
seem "bigger than life."
By third grade, a new way of understanding differences between people
develops. Armed with the knowledge that superheroes are actors, even unrealis-
tic televised characters share many realistic attributes with others. At the same
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time that boys are able to integrate general human attributes, they begin to
differentiate their identification with others. Fantastic characters have been
demystified, appropriate now for strictly fantasy use, but the more complex
MRCs continue to hold special appeal and utility. These more discerning
judgments suggest that children in middle childhood maintain greater psychologi-
cal distance from the "wide screen," and television's people increasingly are
viewed against the "grounds" of a real-world context.
The differences between middle and older boys' views of models showed
nascent understandings to be more firmly established. For the majority of older
group boys, Actor Knowledge now includes all television models regardless of
how "true to life" they are. And by this age, boys regard RPs and MRCs as
equally like themselves. While the young child sits too close to the television,
the older child's arm chair distance enables him to better put television people in
their place.
Both the interrelationships between Conceptions, Identifications, and
Actor Knowledge, and the ways in which the aspects are applied invite
speculation about the "people watching" of more mature individuals. While
children spend the most time watching television, the typical adult watches
many of these same prime-time programs and people. Even as "sophisticated"
adults, we may be subject to involvement with television people in our more
vulnerable moments. For the fan who identifies with certain television charac-
ters, is there not a consistency between his involvements and conceptions?
Consider the person who identifies with Archie Bunker; might he not believe
that Archie is a "regular guy," rather than a caricatured bigot? Similarly, what
about the surety of our actor knowledge? In people's chance real-life encounters
with stars, consider the soap opera fan who then villifies and scorns the villain.
And based on a continuing viewing relationship, are some people not chagrined
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that these stars don't reciprocally recognize them? Even the casual viewer may
be surprised that in physical stature these television people are ordinary and not
"bigger than life."
While even adults can fall prey to seemingly child-like interpretations of
models, the process of both suspending and then invoking our more objective
knowledge of actors, or of fantasy status, is ultimately an adaptive one. As
adults we are able to enter a fictive world like television and to enjoy its version
of both fantasy and reality. We are usually equally able to step back from it
when asked or required to do so.
Clearly prerequesite to this ability are many awarenesses about television
and real-life models which develop during the elementary school years. Children
become increasingly attuned to the nature of these models, the differences
between them, and of their own relationships to them. It is also equally clear
that through a developing understanding of prominent television and real-life
models, we greatly modify the influences which they can have upon us.
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Paiis Scores
Source
Sum of
Squares
Degrees
of Freedom
Mean
Squares F
Age Group
.68 2
.34 .25
Residual 89.80 67 1.34
Character-Type 55.10 3 18.37 26.64***
Age Group x Character Type 9.74 6 1.62 2.18*
Residual 149.79 201
.75
'
Realisni Scores
Age Group 684.69 2 342.34 21.63***
Residual 1060.24 67 15.82
Attribute-Type' 2568.02 7 366.86 76.12***
Age Group x Attribute-Type 512.73 14 36.62 7.60***
Residual 2260.31 469 4.82
Character-Type 1252.77 2 626.38 104.72***
Age Group x Character-Type 47.96 4 11.99 2.01
Residual 801.55 134 5.98
Attribute-Type x Character-
Type 478.05 14 34.15 13.16***
Age Group x Attribute-Type
X Character-Type 99.72 28 3.56 1.37
Residual 2434.41 938 2.60
Fantasy Selections
Age Group .12 2 .06 .74
Resi dual 5.37 67 .08
Character-Type 398.72 7 56.96 33.12***
Age Group x Character-Type 19.35 14 1.38 .80
Residual 806.71 469 1.72
* Result significant at p ^.05.
* Result significant at p 01.
Result significant at p ^.001.
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Realistic Selections
Source
Sum of Degrees Mean
Squares of Freedom Squares F
Age Group
.12 2
.06
.74
Residual 5.37 67
.08
Character-Type 66.16 7 9.45 4.18***
Age Group x Character-Type 9i.il 14 6.51 «**ococcs
Residual 1061.74 469 2.26
Absolute Difference Scores
Among Age Groups — 2 129.70 6.29**
Within Age Groups — 67
Difference Scores
Character-Type 530.87 7 75.84 23.93***
Age Group x Character-Type 67.16 14 4.80 1.51
Residual 1464.39 462 3.17
Actor Knowledge Scores
Age Group 238.15 2 119.08 24.10***
Residual 331.03 67 4.94
Spontaneous Actor Knowledge Scores
Age Group 18.13 2 9.06 12.62***
Residual 48.14 67 .72
Task 6.10 3 2.03 4.71**
Age Group x Task 3.57 6 .60 1.38
Residual 86.84 201 .43
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